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 Ribonuclease HI (RNase HI), a ubiquitous, non-sequence-specific endonuclease, cleaves 
the RNA strand in RNA/DNA hybrids. The enzyme has roles in replication, genome 
maintenance, and is the C-terminal domain of retroviral multi-domain reverse transcriptase (RT) 
proteins. Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV) and Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) are two 
such retroviruses and their RNase HI (RNHI) domains are necessary for viral replication, making 
it an attractive drug target.  RNase HI has a “handle region”, an extended loop with a large 
cluster of positive residues, that is critical for substrate recognition. MLV-RNHI is active in 
isolation and contains a handle region, but, HIV-RNHI is inactive in isolation and does not 
contain a handle region. HIV-RT, however, has a region in its polymerase domain (positive 
charge cluster and aromatic cluster) that makes contact with the RNHI domain that may be 
serving as a “pseudo” handle region; additionally, insertion of a handle region into isolated HIV-
RNHI restores its activity. Overall, a breadth of information exists on this region’s dynamics, but 
important gaps remain unfilled; gaps that may potentially lead to creating effective drugs to treat 
the above-mentioned viruses.  
 Solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy combined with 
Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations suggest a model in which the extended handle region 
     
 
   
 
domain of the mesophilic Escherichia coli RNHI (EcRNHI) populates "open" (substrate-binding 
competent) and "closed" (substrate-binding incompetent) states, while the thermophilic Thermus 
thermophilus RNHI (TtRNHI) mainly populates the closed state at 300 K. In addition, an in 
silico designed mutant Val98Ala (V98A) EcRNHI was predicted to populate primarily the closed 
state. Understanding the structural features and internal motions that lead RNase HI to adopt 
these various conformers is of central importance to better understanding RNase HI’s role in 
retroviral infection. 
 To formulate a comprehensive model on handle region dynamics, an integrative approach 
of NMR spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, and MD simulations is employed. The sensitivity 
to internal conformational dynamics at multiple time scales of NMR spectroscopy, molecular 
range and resolution of X-ray crystallography, and structural interpretations of dynamic 
processes by MD simulations create a synergistic trio capable of tackling this issue. First, the in 
silico 2-state Kinetic model is validated through NMR observables that correlate with the 
respective conformers, thus serving as experimental analogs. The NMR parameters also correlate 
with the Michaelis constants (KM) for RNHI homologs and help to confirm the in silico 
predictions of V98A EcRNHI. This study shows the important role of the handle region in 
modulation of substrate recognition. It also illustrates the power of NMR spectroscopy in 
dissecting the conformational preferences underlying enzyme function.  
Next, a deeper dive is taken into handle region dynamics, specifically focusing on residue 
88 and the impact its identity has on this region. Its sidechain interactions are shown to directly 
correlate with handle region conformations and helps to amend the originally proposed in silico 
2-state Kinetic model. Lastly, looking at RNHI handle region dynamics through an evolutionary 
lens opens the door to uncovering novel mutations that have been previously overlooked or not 
     
 
   
 
identified. Through a phylogenetic analysis, researchers have reconstructed seven ancestral 
RNHI mutants and three of them have been expressed here. The sequence identity of these three 
ancestral mutants range from 60-87% to extant homologs and this is reflected by similar peak 
positions in their 15N HSQC spectra. Requisite experiments to assign the NMR backbone have 
been completed. 
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1 Chapter 1: Background 
1.1 Ribonuclease HI 
1.1.1 Nucleotidyl Transferase superfamily 
The Nucleotidyl Transferase superfamily comprises an extensive and diverse set of 
divergent proteins.1 These enzymes vary in function but have similar structures. Some members 
of this superfamily include enzymes of central importance to us such as: Argonaute2-active 
member of the RNA-induced silencing complex (RISC), Prp83-catalytic core of the spliceosome, 
and retroviral integrase4 which inserts viral DNA into host DNA. Each member adopts the 
superfamily’s characteristic Ribonuclease H (RNase H) fold (Figure 1.1)-named as such because 
RNase HI was the first of the superfamily to have its tertiary structure solved.5-6  
The catalytic core of the fold is a β-sheet comprising five β-strands, ordered 32 145; β-
strand 2 is antiparallel to the other β-strands. This central β-sheet is flanked by a variable number 
of α-helices on both sides depending on the enzyme. A slightly variable DED(D) box motif is 
conserved in the active site of these enzymes with some members also containing a histidine; the 
positions of the aspartates (D) and glutamate (E) in the DED(D) box are also moderately 
conserved (Figure 1.2). Divalent metal cations such as magnesium (Mg2+) (preferred under 
physiological conditions) and manganese (Mn2+) are necessary for catalysis, while divalent 
calcium cations (Ca2+) causes inhibition.7  
 




Figure 1.1: Nucleotidyl Transferase superfamily members and RNase H fold 
X-ray crystallography structures of three representative members of the Nucleotidyl Transferase 
superfamily: A.) RNase HI (PDB ID: 2RN2) B.) Prp8 (PDB ID: 3E9L) C.) Argonaute (PDB ID: 
3HK2). Each structure is color coordinated according to their secondary structure with pink 
indicating α-helices and yellow indicating β-strands. As is common with all members of the 
family, they adopt a fold that has central β-sheets flanked by α-helices on both sides. 
 





Figure 1.2: Nucleotidyl Transferase superfamily active site/sequence comparisons 
Figure adapted from Majorek et al. 2014. Comparison of secondary structural elements and 
active site residues in members of the Nucleotidyl Transferase superfamily. Blue arrows 
represent β-strands and green coils represent α-helices. Active site residues are placed in their 
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1.1.2 RNase H enzymes 
 As mentioned above, RNase H was the first enzyme of the super family to have its 
tertiary structure solved. RNase H is a non-sequence-specific endonuclease present in all 
branches of life that cleaves the phosphodiester bonds of the RNA strand in DNA:RNA 
duplexes. This protein can be further divided into three types specified by roman numerals I, II 
and III (Figure 1.3). RNase HI is a monomer and its substrate must have at least four 
ribonucleotides attached to its corresponding DNA base pairs.8 Functions include removing 
Okazaki fragments during DNA replication,9 removing R-Loops in the genome10 and multiple 
roles in retroviral reverse transcription.11-12 Retroviruses Murine Leukemia Virus (MLV) and 
Human Immunodeficiency Virus (HIV) contain essential RNase HI (RNHI) domains in their 
multi-domain reverse transcriptase proteins that are necessary for viral replication.13 This points 
to RNase HI being an attractive target for antiretroviral therapeutics.14-15 
RNase HII is larger than RNase HI and similarly exist as a monomer, but solely for 
prokaryotes; they are obligate heterotrimers in eukaryotes, with two structural subunits and one 
catalytic subunit homologous to its prokaryotic counterpart. Substrate preference is less stringent 
than RNase HI, requiring only a single ribonucleotide;8 as such RNase HII also plays roles in 
processing R-Loops and ribonucleotide excision repair.16-17 RNase HIII is a mixture of the two 
aforementioned RNHIs. It is found in few prokaryotic organisms and has a structure similar to 
RNase HII. Substrate preference is similar to RNase HI and, likewise, it processes Okazaki 
fragments.18-19  
1.1.3 E. coli Ribonuclease HI as a model system 
Due to a variety of factors, a major clinical one being RNase HI’s requisite role in 
retroviral replication, extensive work has been done on RNase HI establishing it as a model 
system to study protein folding and enzyme dynamics/kinetics.8,20 Specifically, Escherichia coli 
Chapter 1. Background  
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RNHI (EcRNHI) is the homolog of choice for most studies. EcRNHI is structurally similar to 
Homo sapien RNHI (HsRNHI) and is readily available for sizeable purification in E. coli 
optimized expression systems.21-22 It’s a small globular protein of 155 residues-total molecular 
weight  ~17.6 kilodaltons (kDa). Like all RNHI proteins, it’s an α/β protein consisting of 5 α-
helices labeled A-E and 5 β-strands numbered 1-5. X-ray crystallography (PDB IDs: 2RN2 & 
1RNH) and Solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) structures (PDB ID: 1RCH) have 
been solved; a co-crystal with Mg2+ (PDB ID: 1RDD) and a host of mutants also exist.23  
 
 
Figure 1.3: Types of RNHI 
X-ray crystallography structures of three types of RNHI: A.) RNase HI (PDB ID: 2RN2) B.) 
RNase HII (PDB ID: 2ETJ) C.) RNase HIII (PDB ID: 3VN5). Each structure is color 
coordinated in like manner as Figure 1.1. 
 
A widely used mutant is a cysteine-free variant (PDB ID: 1F21), designated EcRNHI*,24 
where three free cysteines-Cys13, Cys63 and Cys133-are mutated to alanine; an asterisk is used 
throughout the dissertation to denote those homologs and mutants that are also cysteine free. 
These mutations were done to circumvent complicated thiol chemistry during enzymatic assays. 
All cysteines do not form disulfide bonds and are dispensable for activity.25 The thermostability 
of EcRNHI* is lowered 2 Kelvin (K) when compared to Wildtype EcRNHI (Wt. EcRNHI). The 
root-mean-square deviation of all alpha carbons (Cα-RMSD) in their structures differ by 1 
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Angstrom (Å); chemical shift perturbations are also observed in overlaid 15N heteronuclear 
single quantum coherence (HSQC) NMR spectra of the two respective proteins (Figure 1.4). 
 
 
Figure 1.4: Wt. vs. EcRNHI* weighted chemical shift differences 
Comparison of Wt. EcRNHI to its cysteine free mutant, EcRNHI*, where the three respective 
cysteines are mutated to alanine. A.) Superposed X-ray crystallography structures Wt. 
EcRNHI:2RN2 (red) and EcRNHI*:1F21 (cyan). B.) Similar to A but 15N HSQC NMR spectra 
are overlaid. The HSQC respectively correlates each residue’s amide proton with its attached 
Nitrogen. Each amide is represented by a peak in the spectra. The x-axis is the chemical shift (in 
ppm) of the proton and the y-axis is of the Nitrogen C.) Weighted chemical shift differences of 
the spectra in B using Equation 1.1. Unsurprisingly, the largest deviations lie around the 
mutations Cys13Ala, Cys63Ala, and Cys133Ala. 
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a. WCSx = | (CS1x – CS2x)*γx | 
b. WCS = Σ WCSi..x  / [(Σ γi..x)/N] 
Equation 1.1: Calculation of weighted chemical shifts between spectra 
A.) Weighted chemical shift difference of an NMR active nuclei (WCSx) for a particular residue. 
CS1x is the chemical shift in parts per million (ppm) of an NMR active nuclei (1H, 15N, 13C etc.) 
in protein 1 (CS2x: equivalent residue in protein 2) and γx is the gyromagnetic ratio of the nuclei 
under analysis in units of 106 radians*seconds-1*Tesla-1. B.) Combined weighted chemical shift 
difference (WCS) of all nuclei under analysis for a particular residue. Σ WCSi..x  & Σ γi..x is 
respectively the summation of weighted chemical shift differences and gyromagnetic ratios for 
all nuclei under analysis. N is the number of nuclei observed for each residue. 
 
Moreover, elaborate, yet controversial, catalytic mechanisms have been proposed for 
EcRNHI detailing its interactions with substrate.26 The controversy stems from whether one27-29 
or two metal ions30-32 are necessary for catalysis. A wealth of evidence supports both 
mechanisms. EcRNHI co-crystallizes with a single Mg2+ ion in its active site (PDB ID: 1RDD) 
but co-crystallizes with two Mn2+ ions (PDB ID: 1G15) similar to HIV-RNHI (PDB ID: 1HRH). 
Additionally, co-crystallization of HsRNHI with substrate (PDB ID: 2QK9) shows the substrate 
binding interface being coordinated by two metal ions. For the one-metal mechanism, conserved 
residues Asp10 and Glu48 bind the divalent ion and stabilize the pentacovalent intermediate of 
the hydrolysis reaction. Asp70 acts as a general base and deprotonates an invading water, which 
in turn performs a nucleophilic attack on the substrate, inducing cleavage. The proton then gets 
transferred from Asp70 to His124 and subsequently shuttled to bulk solvent. The two-metal 
mechanism is deemed the Activation/Attenuation model26 and is similar to that of the one-metal 
mechanism. Where the two differ, is that in the former a second divalent metal ion directly binds 
His124 or stabilizes a conformation that displaces His124 from its normal position to be in range 
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to accept a proton from Asp70. In order to reactivate for the next round of catalysis, the enzyme 
would be forced to rely on the much slower deprotonation of Asp70 through solvent exchange. 
1.1.4 Handle Region 
While the active site residues discussed play crucial roles in catalysis, there are a variety 
of other domains in the enzyme that also factor into the picture. Three loops in particular have 
been shown to be important to substrate binding of the enzyme: the glycine-rich loop located 
between β1 and β2, the active-site loop (also referred to as the His-containing loop for the 
invariant histidine) located between β5 and αE and the handle loop located between αC and 
αD.33-35 A comparative analysis between EcRNHI and HsRNHI bound with substrate shows that 
the handle loop has different conformations.36  
Furthermore, a comparative analysis of EcRNHI with HIV-RNHI shows HIV-RNHI 
missing the handle loop.37 Interestingly enough, in isolation from the reverse transcriptase 
complex, HIV-RNHI is inactive, but activity is restored when a handle loop is added.38-39 MLV-
RNHI, on the other hand, has a handle region and is active in isolation.40-42 Deletion of its handle 
region results in replicative defective viruses.43-44 Comparing the structure of MLV-RNHI with 
HIV reverse transcriptase shows that it has a cluster of positively charged residues in its 
connection domain that may be serving as a “pseudo” handle region;45 also, the domain contains 
a short stretch of six tryptophans that are relatively conserved in RNHI handle regions.37 Such 
findings have spurred interest in investigating the dynamics of this region. 
 The handle region of EcRNHI is an extended domain spanning αC and the following loop 
that proceeds αD. There is a large cluster of positively charged residues in this region (residues 
81-101). Due to this positive cluster, the region is also referred to as the basic protrusion. 
Alanine scanning mutagenesis in this area suggests the charge is significant to substrate binding, 
but not essential to enzymatic activity.33 However, biochemical studies on RNHI proteins 
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without a handle region have shown a lack of activity in protein function,46-47 highlighting the 
significance of this region and need to better understand its dynamics. One can ascertain such 
information by comparing homologous proteins from organisms that live in different 
environments.48-50  
1.2 Structural and thermodynamic comparisons of RNase HI homologs 
1.2.1 Structural Comparisons 
 Thermophilic proteins differ from their mesophilic counterparts in the sense that they 
resist thermal denaturation and sustain enzymatic activity at elevated temperatures; on the 
contrary, mesophiles frequently exhibit higher activity at ambient temperature. Structural 
differences seen in thermophiles that account for this distinction at higher temperatures include: 
reducing solvent-exposed loops, efficient packing of the hydrophobic core, increasing proportion 
of charged versus polar residues, and optimizing electrostatic interactions.51-54 A comparative 
structural analysis of the mesophile EcRNHI with its thermophilic homolog Thermus 
thermophilus RNHI (TtRNHI)55-PDB ID: 1RIL-exhibits these structural features (Figure 1.5). 
 TtRNHI has 52% sequence identity with EcRNHI, 2.10 Å Cα-RMSD (0.95 Å secondary 
structure Cα-RMSD) and is the larger of the two enzymes (166 residues ~18.7 kDa). The most 
notable difference between the structures is the longer Carboxy-terminus tail (C-term) of 
TtRNHI (6 additional residues) and presence of an additional glycine at position 85 (absent but 
precedes residue 81 in EcRNHI) that appears to be a hallmark of thermophilic RNHI enzymes. 
Additionally, residue 95 which adopts a left-handed α-helix conformation is a lysine in EcRNHI, 
but the sterically more favorable glycine in TtRNHI. Aromatic interactions (10:9) and salt 
bridges (14:9) are respectively more present in TtRNHI. Also, there is an increase in charged 
residues in TtRNHI, as it has a net charge of 7.5 at neutral pH and an iso-electric point (pI) of 
9.82; compared to EcRNHI which has a net charge of 3.4 at neutral pH and pI of 8.74.      




Figure 1.5: EcRNHI vs. TtRNHI 
X-ray crystallographic comparison of EcRNHI:2RN2 (red) to TtRNHI:1RIL (cyan). The 
additional glycine (yellow stick) present in TtRNHI and choice of glycine at position 95 (blue 
stick) rather than lysine as seen in EcRNHI (red stick) are two of the most striking differences 
between the pair. TtRNHI also has a longer C-term. However, due to its high flexibility, the last 
16 residues of the tail are not observed in its crystal structure. 
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1.2.2 Thermodynamic Comparisons 
 These structural differences account for the differences in thermodynamic properties 
between the two enzymes. Optimal activity for EcRNHI occurs at 310 K and its melting 
temperature (Tm) is 341 K. On the contrary, due to measurement limitations because of 
nucleotide instability at high temperatures, TtRNHI has at minimum, optimal activity at 343 K 
and a Tm of 361 K.56 The C-term of TtRNHI is the more flexible of the orthologous pair, evident 
by order parameters derived from NMR relaxation studies57 and the last 16 residues of its tail 
being missing in its crystal structure. Replacing the C-term of EcRNHI (residues 142-155) with 
TtRNHI (residues 142-166) inactivates it,58 emphasizing the importance of this region. 
Moreover, replacing Lys95 in EcRNHI with a glycine as in TtRNHI, increases its thermostability 
more than any other single mutation.59 
 As noted above, the additional glycine in TtRNHI is a feature conserved in thermophilic 
RNHI, but not found in most mesophiles including EcRNHI. Reciprocal mutations were carried 
out, iG80b EcRNHI (glycine insertion between Gln80 and Trp81) and dG85 TtRNHI* (deletion 
of Gly85), and showed that this glycine is instrumental to the thermodynamic properties of the 
enzymes.60 This additional glycine shifts αB 1 Å away from the protein’s molecular center, but 
promotes additional intrahelical hydrogen bonds that stabilize a putative hinge between αB & 
αC. The structure of iG80b EcRNHI (PDB ID: 1GOA) shows that the inserted glycine adopts a 
similar left-handed helical conformation to Gly85 in TtRNHI and forms hydrogen bonds with 
Asn84 and Ile78.  
NMR chemical shifts from iG80b EcRNHI are similar to TtRNHI* and, likewise, dG85 
TtRNHI* chemical shifts are similar to Wt. EcRNHI, indicating similar hydrogen bond patterns 
and backbone geometry between the respective pairs.60 Furthermore, the inserted glycine 
increases the thermostability of the mesophile and substantially decreases its catalytic activity to 
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levels below that of Wt. TtRNHI.60-61 Relaxation experiments60 showed that the inserted glycine 
increased both the number of residues and magnitude of chemical exchange line broadening 
(Rex) consistent with that of TtRNHI*; the converse of dG85 TtRNHI* compared to Wt. 
EcRNHI is true as well. Residues in the handle region were notable amongst the group 
experiencing significant Rex on a μs-ms timescale. The chemical exchange has temperature 
dependence and as a result, activation energies for handle region conformational transitions were 
able to be deduced. Free energy profiles mapped from these activation energies identified major 
and minor handle region conformers for each protein. The profile of iG80b EcRNHI looks nearly 
identical to TtRNHI*. 
The search for the mysterious identities of the handle region conformers was given 
direction when HsRNHI was co-crystallized with substrate.36 It was found that three members of 
the handle region Trp221(Trp81), Trp225 (Trp85), and Ser233 (Ala93) formed a DNA-binding 
channel that sterically excluded RNA as seen in Figure 1.6; EcRNHI residue equivalents are 
written in parenthesis. Short 100 ns Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations were conducted at 
three temperatures (273 K, 300 K and 340 K) on RNHI homologs of varying thermostabilities 
and enzymatic activities.62 The handle region was characterized by a distance profile mapped 
between the alpha carbons of DNA binding channel residues equivalent of Trp85 and Ala93. The 
distance profiles fell along two main populations and the distributions were modulated by a 
change in temperature. The distributions of EcRNHI and TtRNHI occupied opposite populations. 
Based off substrate modeling and fitting constraints it was determined that the mesophile mainly 
adopted a conformer deemed “Open” (capable of binding substrate) while the main conformer of 
the thermophile was “Closed” (incapable of binding substrate).          
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Figure 1.6: HsRNHI DNA Binding Channel 
Co-Crystal of HsRNHI with substrate (PDB ID: 2QK9) zoomed in to focus on the DNA binding 
channel residues. The residues of interest are depicted as sticks and spheres respectively to show 
how the DNA backbone fits comfortably into this channel. RNA strands that are modeled into 
this channel cause clashes between its 2’-OH groups and the indole ring of Trp81. Numbering is 
according to EcRNHI. 
 
The original NMR free energy profiles of the handle region conformers were revised as a 
result. The major conformer for the handle region of EcRNHI was resolved as open and its minor 
conformer is closed; the reverse is true for TtRNHI. Based off of these findings an in silico 2-
state Kinetic model was proposed62 (Figure 1.7). The enzyme starts off in a conformational 
selection step and binds preferentially to the open state. Upon binding, an induced fit process 
occurs in which the handle loop rearranges to form hydrogen bonds with the DNA strand of the 
substrate.  
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To further extend this model we must remind ourselves of the approaches that spawned 
its existence. Seeds were planted upon comparing the crystallography structures of the RNHI 
homologs and noticing key structural differences amongst its domains. NMR spectroscopy 
further surveyed the landscape and brought to our attention dynamics and energetics that 
complemented the structural data. Finally, MD simulations tied all of the data together and 
provided a visualization of the structural and dynamic differences between the homologs on both 
short and long timescales. It is this integrative approach that has brought research on this project 
thus far. By further utilizing the strengths of each technique, progress can be taken to newer 
heights. Before I get to an overview of these new findings, let me first provide the necessary 
background of each technique as well as new advances in each field that are useful to solving the 
tasks at hand. 
           
 
Figure 1.7: RNase HI proposed 2-state Kinetic model 
Figure adapted from Stafford et al. 2013 Figure 7. This schematic proposes an in silico 2-state 
Kinetic model for Ribonuclease HI based off of Molecular Dynamic simulations. The model 
starts with a selection step where the enzyme can exist in either the open or closed state, but 
preferentially binds to substrate in the open state. Upon encountering substrate in the open state, 
an induced fit process occurs where the handle region rearranges and makes hydrogen bond 
contacts with the DNA backbone, forming a bound complex. 
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1.3 Integrative Analytical Approach 
1.3.1 X-ray Crystallography 
 As of this writing, there are 162,431 protein structures in the RCSB Protein Data Bank. 
The amount of structures solved by X-ray crystallography is an overwhelming 145,332, equating 
to roughly 89% of the database. The seemingly unlimited range of protein sizes and atomic 
resolution afforded by this technique compared to others makes it an easy choice for a structural 
biologist when faced with the decision of obtaining the structure of a protein. For example, the 
viral coat protein of STNV, which has a molecular weight of 1.3 megadaltons (MDa), was solved 
by X-ray crystallography to a resolution of 1.45 Å (PDB ID: 4V4M). This high atomic resolution 
is achieved by first obtaining pure, homogenous crystals of the macromolecule; when 
equilibrated with a reservoir solution, samples of the macromolecule become supersaturated and 
orderly arrange into crystals. Shooting beams of X-ray at these crystals causes them to diffract at 
different angles and intensities, in specific directions dependent on the crystal lattice structure. 
From these diffraction patterns electron density maps are constructed which depict the general 
structure of the protein. Distance between atoms, bond length, and stereochemistry are just some 
of the major features of a protein that can be discerned from these maps. An initial 3D atomic 
model is fitted into the electron density map and subsequently refined until an acceptable model 
is reached. 
 While there are several advantages of X-ray crystallography as it pertains to obtaining 
structures of proteins, it also has some constraints. The first deals with the sample itself-the 
proteins under analysis aren’t in their native solution state. This can lead to crystal 
artefacts/contacts that provide a false picture of interactions and/or conformations in the crystal 
that may not be present in solution.63-64 Some proteins in particular are more challenging than 
others to obtain high quality crystals of such as: membrane proteins, intrinsically disordered 
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proteins (IDPs), and macromolecular complexes.65 Also, due to its small electron cloud, 
hydrogen atoms are rarely identified in structures and highly flexible regions (often solvent-
exposed loops) are often missing.66  
Although it improves resolution by minimizing radiation damage of the crystal,67 cryo-
cooling is another potential disadvantage in structural analysis. Cryocooling suppresses the 
dynamics of the protein thus limiting heterogeneity;68-69 these dynamics, however, are modeled 
into a parameter called the structural B-factor (displacement of the atoms from their mean 
positions). Computational tools END and RAPID further help with the issues of structural 
heterogeneity by redefining X-ray electron density noise, thus illuminating small populations and 
low-energy conformations.70 Q-fit is another tool that optimizes the fit of a small number of 
alternative conformations to the electron density for each residue in the protein.71 Gaining a lot 
of popularity in the field for dynamics is the use of room temperature crystallography.72-74 While 
cryo-cooled samples have the advantage of increased crystal lifetime, the cooling process is too 
slow to capture the protein’s and solvent’s room temperature equilibrium distributions.74 This is 
supported by room temperature crystals showing better agreement in dynamic parameters with 
NMR relaxation data than cryo-cooled ones. 
1.3.2 Solution-state Nuclear Magnetic Resonance Spectroscopy 
 Solution-state nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) spectroscopy does not have the same 
molecular weight range or atomic resolution of X-ray crystallography due to spectral crowding. 
The abundance of NMR signals in large proteins complicates unambiguous assignments. 
However, advancements in experimental schemes and technology has been steadily increasing 
the boundaries of the size of protein (hundreds of kDa) that can be studied using NMR 
spectroscopy.75-76 Its main advantage compared to X-ray crystallography is that it is a highly 
dynamic technique that provides structural information on a protein/complex in its natural 
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solution state. The technique is also non-destructive, non-invasive and complements some of the 
short falls of X-ray crystallography; NMR spectroscopy is able to detect/characterize hydrogen 
atoms and flexible regions of proteins.  
 The basis of Solution-state NMR spectroscopy is that atoms possess an intrinsic quantum 
mechanical property called “spin” in their nucleus. In a strong, external magnetic field 
magnetically active spins behave as bar magnets. These spins precess and align in the most 
energetically favorable positions (ideally parallel) to the field. Each nucleus’ spin properties 
depend on its local molecular environment. These features can be probed by transferring 
magnetization on resonance with its respective frequencies through the sample with specifically 
designed pulse sequences consisting of radiofrequency pulses and delays. Resulting signals are 
processed and displayed as spectral peaks that describe the resonant frequency of each respective 
nucleus in comparison to a standard-also known as the chemical shift. The chemical shift is one 
such widely used NMR observable that provides structural information;77 other popular 
observables include: NOEs (Nuclear Overhauser Effect)78-a through space interaction that 
measures interproton distances up to 5 Å, and scalar three bond J-coupling constants (3J)-an 
indirect through bond interaction that provides information on the connectivity of atoms and 
dihedral angles through its relationship with the Karplus curve.79-81  
 As the sample analyzed becomes larger these measurements become increasingly harder 
to assign due to spectral overlap. For this reason, NMR spectroscopy measurements are less used 
for structure determination but dynamics82 and structure restraints that serve as refinement tools 
for crystallography structures.83 The synergy between the two techniques is further exemplified 
by the use of NMR to screen constructs for crystallization trials, as high quality NMR backbone 
spectra can be indicative of a protein’s likelihood to produce high quality crystals.84 NMR’s 
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ability to detect conformational dynamics for each residue in a protein and sensitivity upon 
changes in the protein’s environment (solvent changes, temperature, pH, pressure, ligands etc.), 
combined with the atomic resolution and range of proteins able to be solved by X-ray 
crystallography makes the techniques a harmonizing pair.85 While the above is true, these two 
techniques do not provide a full visualization of the structure and dynamics of a protein. The 
introduction of Molecular Dynamic simulations, however, helps to paint a more elaborate picture 
of what’s going on.  
1.3.3 Molecular Dynamic Simulation 
 To use a film analogy, if X-ray crystallography represents the actors and NMR 
spectroscopy represents the script, then Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulations represents the 
film director-it cannot create a depiction without either of the two, but once it has the necessary 
information it provides its best interpretation of events. MD simulations are powerful 
theoretical/prediction tools that utilize the information from experimental structural biology 
techniques such as X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy to provide atomistic 
interpretations of the motions of biomolecules over time. Conformational changes,62 protein 
folding86 and ligand interactions87 at femtosecond timestep resolution are just some of the 
biological processes captured in these simulations.  
 The technique revolves around taking a set of atoms in a biomolecular system and 
placing them in a biomechanical force field which calculates the force exerted by each atom on 
all other atoms in the system. Using Newton’s law of motions, spatial positions as a function of 
time can then be predicted. Forces are recalculated with each step through time, which in turn 
updates the position and velocity of each respective atom in the system. This is continuously 
repeated until a trajectory of desired length is produced that elucidates a classical picture of the 
system’s internal dynamics as a function of time. The initial atomic positions of the MD 
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simulation are usually provided by a well-resolved X-ray crystallography structure and its 
velocities are initialized from a randomized Boltzmann distribution at a specified temperature. 
Parameter sets for the force field that drives the MD simulations are amended by agreement with 
NMR data.  
 A common application of MD simulations is the observation of dynamic behavior in a 
biomolecule by monitoring structural fluctuations in certain regions-loops, active sites, water, 
salt and metal ions etc.87-89 Refinement of structures is also possible as simulations can compare 
whether the experimental static structure resembles the conformations at equilibrium in-silico.90 
It can also guide experimental design as one can modify the system through a variety of means-
adding/removal of a ligand, mutating a residue, altering environment-and observe the effect of 
these perturbations.91-94 There are some inherent issues with MD simulations, however, that 
should be noted. For one, although significant strides have been made to increase the accuracy of 
the models and force fields of simulations, they are still approximations and should not be 
substituted for experimental evidence.95 Next the timescale of certain biological processes may 
be too long to capture in simulations but parallel computing, algorithmic advancements and 
improvements in hardware have extended simulations to over one second of trajectory time.96-97 
Such long simulations come with a computational cost as the femtosecond time steps and 
timescales of interests being analyzed (nanoseconds, microseconds, or longer) equate to millions 
and billions of steps that is very computationally demanding and expensive.  
 All in all, the power of MD simulations is undeniable and using it to conduct an 
integrative analysis with X-ray crystallography and NMR spectroscopy paints a more 
comprehensive picture of a bio-macromolecular system than just one technique alone. I show in 
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the following pages of this dissertation how these three techniques synchronize to better inform 
us about the handle region dynamics of RNase HI. 
1.4 Dissertation overview 
 Since the discovery that the handle region plays a role in substrate binding, this domain 
of Ribonuclease HI has been a central focus of several studies. Research on this area spans 
decades, describing the structural and dynamic features of this region. The studies conducted in 
this dissertation takes a slightly different approach by utilizing an integrative approach of NMR 
spectroscopy, X-ray crystallography, and MD simulations to formulate a comprehensive model 
on the dynamics in this region.  
 Study one can be considered the heart of this dissertation and proposes an experimental 
analogue to the in silico 2-state Kinetic model for RNHI homologs called the Weighted 
Conformer Model. Seeds for this model was planted during previous studies that performed 
NMR relaxation experiments60 in this region and further grew from MD simulation studies62 that 
expounded on these results. This study picks up where the others left off by conducting an 
integrative investigation on RNHI homologs and an in silico designed mutant. NMR observables 
that characterize the dynamics of the handle region were obtained for each and condensed into a 
model that depicts conformational preferences and relative enzyme kinetics. 
 Study two builds off of study one and prior studies that have recognized residue 88 as 
being a significant player in handle region dynamics. The identity of this residue is 
predominantly binary, and the choice of amino acid plays a major factor in conformational 
preference in silico.62 Investigation/confirmation of these findings are done on Wt. EcRNHI and 
Wt. CtRNHI which have different residues at position 88. Reciprocal mutations at this position 
are performed and NMR observables are respectively compared between wildtype and mutant 
enzymes to determine the effect of these mutations. Further comparisons are made between other 
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RNHI homologs to formulate an amended in silico Kinetic model. Co-crystallography attempts 
with substrate is discussed with potential applications to retroviral research. 
 Study three also advances study one but looks at RNHI handle region dynamics through a 
different lens: an evolutionary one. In prior studies RNHI ancestral mutant proteins were 
reconstructed and studied in relation to their thermodynamics.98 Instead of observing the 
mechanisms in which these mutant’s tertiary fold changes over their evolutionary tree, study 
three explores the conformational preferences these ancestral proteins adopt over time. This 
allows us to identify novel mutations found from the organism’s evolutionary tree rather than 
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2 Chapter 2: Material and Methods 
2.1 RNase HI purification 
Protocols for purification of RNase HI have long been established.1-2 Expression and 
purification of all the RNHI variants studied in this paper follow these general schemes but with 
slight variations. The plasmid of choice for expression is the bacterial vector pET-25b(+) which 
comes with a multitude of features as outlined in Figure 2.1. Features of interest include its high 
copy number, ampicillin resistance, IPTG inducible transcription and optional C-term HSV & 
His tags; the stop codon ‘TAA’ was added immediately before the XhoI restriction site, so the 
genes would not be fused to the C-term HSV or His tags. 
 
 
Figure 2.1: Bacterial Vector pET-25b(+) used for RNHI expression 
Bacterial vector pET-25b(+) that is used for the expression and purification of RNHI variants. 
The plasmid confers antibiotic resistance (ampicillin) to the cell it transfects and contains 
multiple cloning sites for insertion of the RNHI gene of interest. A codon optimized sequence for 
E. coli expression was cloned into the plasmid via BamHI-XhoI restriction sites. A stop codon 
‘TAA’ was placed right before the XhoI site to prevent fusion of the gene to the optional C-
terminal HSV and His tags. 
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After construction and arrival of the above plasmid, the process begins with transfection 
of chemically competent cells as described in flowchart form in Figure 2.2. About 100 ng of the 
plasmid is mixed with 50 μL of One Shot BL21(DE3) chemically competent E. coli cells by 
gently flicking the bottom of the tube. The mixture is then incubated on ice for 30 minutes. After 
incubation, the mixture is placed in a 42°C hot water bath for 45 seconds and then immediately 
placed back on ice for 2 minutes. 1 mL of SOC medium without antibiotic is added to the 
mixture and grown at 37°C in a shaking incubator for 1 hour. 250 μL of the cells are plated onto 
LB-agar plates with 100 μg/mL ampicillin and placed overnight (12-16 hours) in a 37°C 
incubator to allow for growth of single colonies. 
 
 
Figure 2.2: Bacterial Transformation Flowchart 
 
Using a pipette and sterilized tip, a single colony is picked from the plate and the tip with 
the colony on it is ejected inside a 15 mL culture tube of LB with 100 μg/mL ampicillin. The 
culture tube is placed in a 37°C shaking incubator at 225 rpm and the colonies are grown 
overnight. The following expression protocol is modified-as outlined in Figure 2.3-depending on 
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if the sample needs to be labeled (NMR spectroscopy analysis) or not. For samples not 
subjugated to NMR spectroscopy analysis, the overnight culture is spun down in a tabletop 
centrifuge at 6000 g for 10 minutes. The sample is decanted, and the pellet is resuspended in 50 
mL of LB medium. This culture is placed in the shaking incubator and grown at 37°C and 225 
rpm for 3 hours. The sample is then spun down as previous and resuspended in 1 L of LB 
medium and regrown until the OD600 of the culture (as measured by a Thermo Scientific 
NanoDrop) is between 0.6-0.8. 1 mL of 0.5M IPTG is then added to the cells for a final 




Figure 2.3: Expression protocol comparisons for labeled and unlabeled RNHI proteins 
Expression protocols for labeled and unlabeled RNHI proteins follow the same scheme with the 
main exception being the type of media used and length of the steps. For labeled expression, 
minimal media is the most economical method for obtaining isotopically enriched proteins.3-4 
Proteins can be labeled with any combination of 13C, 15N, and/or 2D patterns depending on the 
research applications/goals. Doubling times in M9 minimal media is about twice as long as it is 
for growth in LB which leads to the decision of inducing at an OD600 that is twice as large. 
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 Purification of RNase HI follows the same exact steps regardless of the media used to 
express it in. The overnight culture is spun down at 6000 g for 30 minutes at room temperature, 
the media is decanted, and the pellet resuspended in 50 mL lysis buffer: 20 mM Sodium 
Phosphate 50 mM Sodium Chloride, 2 cOmplete EDTA-free protease inhibitor tablets pH 7.4. 
This solution is kept on ice and sonicated with a Misonix sonicator: 15 secs on 15 secs off on 
amplitude 25 for a total process time of 3 minutes; 3-5 rounds of this is performed. The lysed 
cells are then spun down at 40,000 g for 1 hour at 4°C. The supernatant is transferred to a 50 mL 
falcon tube and loaded using a peristaltic pump onto a tandem HiTrap Q HP:Heparin column that 
has been equilibrated with QHep-Buffer A (20 mM Sodium Phosphate 50 mM Sodium Chloride, 
pH 7.4). The HiTrap Q HP column is removed and the Heparin column which contains the 
proteins of interest is attached to an AKTA purification system.  
An elution protocol is set up that runs a gradient from 100% QHep-Buffer A to 100% 
QHep-Buffer B (20 mM Sodium Phosphate 1 M Sodium Chloride, pH 7.4) at 1 mL/min for a 
total of 50 1 mL fractions. The fractions of interests are pooled together as assessed from the 
resulting chromatogram and gel analysis. They are then concentrated to less than 1 mL using an 
Amicon centrifugal filter unit (10,000 MWCO) and diluted in 50 mL of S-Buffer A (50 mM 
Sodium Acetate 50 mM Sodium Chloride, pH 5.5). This is loaded using a peristaltic pump onto a 
HiTrap S HP column that has been equilibrated with S-Buffer A. Elution from the HiTrap S HP 
follows the same protocol as that of the Heparin, but instead uses a gradient from 100% S-Buffer 
A to 100% S-Buffer B (50 mM Sodium Acetate 1 M Sodium Chloride, pH 5.5). Fractions of 
interest are pooled and subsequently concentrated down as previous and loaded using a syringe 
onto a Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL prepacked column that is attached to the AKTA 
purification system and has been equilibrated with S-Buffer A. Elution from this column runs a 
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linear flow of S-Buffer A at 0.4 mL/min for a total of 50 1 mL fractions. The fractions of interest 
are pooled, concentrated and prepared further according to the appropriate buffer conditions 
needed for the respective experiments/assays. 
2.2 PeSUMOstar purification protocol 
The aforementioned purification protocol was performed without the use of a tag and 
produces a sizeable amount of protein per liter of expression-4 to 7 g/L. To increase the purity 
and yield of purification an affinity tag can be fused to the protein. Common tags that have been 
used are GST, MBP and His tags which have encountered the problem of inefficient removal of 
the tags or leaving behind extra residues after cleavage. SUMO (small ubiquitin-related 
modifier) tags, however, increase both the stability and solubility of recombinant proteins 
leading to large increases in expression levels.5-6 The protease that removes it does not recognize 
short primary sequences, circumventing the pitfall of other tagged proteins whose proteases 
occasionally cleave within the recombinant protein. Instead it recognizes tertiary structure, 
leading to efficient cleavage and recovery of your protein of interest without any added or 
missing residues. 
 The following details a protocol for the purification of RNase HI fused with a SUMOstar 
tag. Figure 2.4 displays the pE-SUMOstar vector used to construct the fusion protein. It confers 
kanamycin resistance, has an Amino Terminus (N-term) His tag for purification, and adds 20 
kDa to the protein under study. Transformation and expression of the plasmid is identical to that 
of the pET-25b+ vector with the exception of the antibiotic used; 50 μg/mL of kanamycin is 
used.  
 




Figure 2.4: pE-SUMOstar Kan vector 
Bacterial vector pE-SUMOstar Kan that is used for the expression and purification of RNHI 
variants. The plasmid confers antibiotic resistance, kanamycin, to the cell it transfects and 
contains multiple cloning sites for insertion of the RNHI gene of interest. A codon optimized 
sequence for E. coli expression was cloned into the plasmid via clone EZ. An N-term His tag is 
also present to further help with purification of the protein. 
 
The purification protocols are highly similar as well with the addition of a few steps. The 
lysis buffer used to resuspend the cell pellet contains 20 mM Sodium Phosphate 50 mM Sodium 
Chloride 50 mM Imidazole and 2 cOmplete EDTA-free Protease Inhibitor Tablets pH 7.4. The 
sample was first loaded onto a HisTrap HP column equilibrated with His-Buffer A (20 mM 
Sodium Phosphate 50 mM Sodium Chloride 50 mM Imidazole). The fusion protein was eluted 
on the AKTA as previous using a gradient from 100% His-Buffer A to 100% His-Buffer B 
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(Figure 2.5). Preparation for loading onto the Q-Heparin HP column and subsequent elution was 
done as previous and elution results are presented in Figure 2.6. Fractions with the desired 
protein were pooled and concentrated to 1 mL as previous. 10 μL of SUMOstar Protease 1 was 
added to the protein and cleavage was allowed to occur overnight at 30°C. Results of cleavage 
are presented in Figure 2.7. It shows that overnight cleavage is sufficient in removing most if not 
all SUMO tags from EcRNHI. The cleaved product is then purified in like manner as that of 
untagged RNHI from the end of its elution from the Q-Heparin HP Column. Elution results from 
the HiTrap S HP and Size Exclusion are shown in Figures 2.8 & 2.9 respectively. 
 
                        
 
Figure 2.5: HisTrap HP Purification 
Top: Chromatogram of the elution of protein off the His-Trap HP column using a gradient from 
100% His-Buffer A to 100% His-Buffer B. There is a total of 50 fractions with each fraction 
containing 1 mL of protein. Fractions spanning the elution peak were analyzed and pooled. 
Bottom: SDS PAGE analysis of the above chromatogram elution fractions. 10 μL of the 
respective fractions were taken and referenced against 10 μL of BenchMark Pre-stained Protein 
Ladder. 





Figure 2.6: Q-Heparin HP Purification 
Top: Chromatogram of the elution of protein off the Q-Heparin HP column using a gradient 
from 100% Q-Hep-Buffer A to 100% Q-Hep-Buffer B. There is a total of 50 fractions with each 
fraction containing 1 mL of protein. Fractions spanning the wash (W), flowthrough (FT) and 
elution peaks were analyzed. Elution peaks pertaining to the protein of interest were pooled. 
Bottom: SDS PAGE analysis of the above chromatogram elution fractions, wash and 
flowthrough. 10 μL of the respective fractions were taken and referenced against 10 μL of 
Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra Pre-stained Protein Ladder. 
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Figure 2.7: SUMOStar cleavage 
SDS PAGE analysis of the cleavage of SUMOStar from the fusion protein using SUMOstar 
Protease 1. Columns represent the different time points after adding the protease with 0hr 
indicating pre addition of the protease, 1hr indicating 1 hour after adding the protease so on so 
forth until O/N which indicates cleavage overnight. 10 μL of each respective sample is 
referenced against 10 μL of BenchMark Pre-stained Protein Ladder. The top band in each 
column between the ladders 37 & 49 kDa band is the SUMOStar fusion protein (~38 kDa). The 
bottom double bands between the ladders 15 & 26 bands represent the SUMOStar protein (~20 
kDa) and EcRNHI (~ 18 kDa) respectively.  
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Figure 2.8: SP HP Purification 
Left: Chromatogram of the elution of protein off the SP HP column using a gradient from 100% 
S-Buffer A to 100% S-Buffer B. There is a total of 50 fractions with each fraction containing 1 
mL of protein. Fractions spanning the wash (W) and elution peaks were analyzed. Elution peaks 
pertaining to the protein of interest were pooled. The double peaks of the same height represent 
respectively the SUMOStar tag and untagged EcRNHI. Based off comparison of the SP HP 
elution profile under the standard protocol it was determined that EcRNHI was the later eluted 
peak of the pair. 
Right: SDS PAGE analysis of the above chromatogram elution fractions and wash. 10 μL of the 
respective fractions were taken and referenced against 10 μL of Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra 
Pre-stained Protein Ladder. 
 




Figure 2.9: Size Exclusion Purification 
Left: Chromatogram of the elution of protein off the Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL 
Prepacked Column using a linear flow of S-Buffer A. There is a total of 50 fractions with each 
fraction containing 1 mL of protein. Fractions spanning the elution peaks were analyzed. Elution 
peaks pertaining to the protein of interest were pooled.  
Right: SDS PAGE analysis of the above chromatogram elution fractions. 10 μL of the respective 
fractions were taken and referenced against 10 μL of Precision Plus Protein Dual Xtra Pre-
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2.3 NMR Spectroscopy 
Analysis of samples by NMR Spectroscopy were done at one of two sites depending on 
the experiment being performed and the spectrometer field needed. One site is at Columbia 
University’s Medical Campus which has an in-house Bruker DRX600 spectrometer equipped 
with a cryoprobe with z-axis gradients. The other is at the New York Structural Biology Center 
which contains a variety of spectrometers from a trio of 4 channel Avance 800 MHz 
Spectrometers to a pair of 4 channel Avance 900 MHz Spectrometers. 
2.3.1 Protein Assignments 
 
For the RNHI homologs and mutants without backbone and/or sidechain assignments 
(V98A EcRNHI*, SoRNHI, CtRNHI*, N89R CtRNHI*, and Ancestral Mutants) a series of 
experiments were performed to unambiguously determine the residue assignments. Samples for 
these experiments were uniformly doubly labeled 13C, 15N and placed into a buffer of 50 mM 
deuterated sodium acetate, 50 mM sodium chloride, 10% (v/v) deuterium oxide (D2O), 0.02% 
(w/v) sodium azide, and 3 mM sodium 2,2-dimethyl-2-silapentane-sulfonate (DSS) at pH 5.5. 
350-550 μL of sample were placed in Wilmad tubes and analyzed using a variety of the 
spectrometers listed above at 30°C. To obtain the backbone (1H, 15N, 13Cα, 13C’) and sidechain 
(13Cβ) assignments of each residue a 3D double-resonance 15N NOESY-HSQC and set of 3D 
triple-resonance experiments-[1H,15N]-TROSY HNCA, HN(CO)CA, HNCACB, HN(CO)CACB, 
HNCO-were performed.7 Aliphatic sidechains were assigned using a 3D double-resonance 13C 
NOESY-HSQC and pair of 3D HC(C)H-COSY & (H)CCH-COSY experiments.8-10 
Stereospecific assignments of valine and leucine sidechains were assigned using a fractionally 
labelled sample that contained 10% 13C.11-12 
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2.3.2 3J Scalar Coupling Constants 
 
To obtain the 3J scalar coupling constants necessary to discern sidechain dynamics for 
RNHI homologs (Wt. EcRNHI, V98A EcRNHI, CtRNHI*, and N89R CtRNHI*) a pair of 2D 
difference experiments were performed at 30°C on the DRX600 in triplicate; Dr Paul Robustelli 
performed the experiments for Wt. and V98A EcRNHI.  The experiments performed are a pair of 
13C-{13CO} and 13C-{15N} spin-echo difference constant-time heteronuclear single-quantum 
correlation (CT-HSQC) experiments.13-15 Coupling constants were calculated using Equation 2.1 
and subsequently converted into rotamer distributions using Equation 2.2. 
 
(Sa – Sb)/Sa = 1 – cos(2π3JCCOT) = 2sin2(π3JCCOT)     * 3JCN can also be used in this equation 
3JCCO = sin-1(√{[(Sa – Sb)/Sa]/2}) / (πT) 
Equation 2.1: Calculation of 3JCCO & 3JCN 
Calculation of 3JCCO & 3JCN using Equation 1 from Grzesiek et al. 1993. Sa & Sb are the 
respective peak heights of the CT-HQSC experiments obtained from an NMR processing tool 
such as NMRFAM-SPARKY. T is the constant time evolution period in seconds. The equation 
can be used to calculate the value of 3JCCO or 3JCN. 
 
a. J(ϕ) = A cos2(ϕ + δ) + B cos(ϕ + δ) + C 
b. <3JXY> = (1/M) Σ i = 1 …M   [Pi180 J(ϕi180) + Pi-60 J(ϕi-60) + Pi60 J(ϕi60)] 
c. 3JXY ± σ = Pi180 J(ϕi180) + Pi-60 J(ϕi-60) + Pi60 J(ϕi60)]  |    Pi180 + Pi-60 + Pi60 = 1 
Equation 2.2: Calculating Rotamer Distributions from 3JCCO & 3JCN values 
A.) Parametrization of 3JCCO & 3JCN values using their Karplus relations. Equation taken from 
Equation 1 of Chou et al. 2003. A, B, C & δ are experimentally derived Karplus coefficients that 
can be found in Table 2 of Chou et al. 2003. *DFT values are used in calculations in this paper. 
Φ is the applicable torsion angle under study. B.)  Calculated 3JCCO & 3JCN values after averaging 
over a total of M solutions of the dipolar grid search. Equation taken from Equation 2 from Chou 
et al. 2003. Pix is the population of the torsion angle and J(ϕix) is the coupling constant value of 
the canonical torsion angle for solution i. C.) Restraint for experimentally derived 3JCCO & 3JCN 
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values. σ is the standard deviation of the respective coupling values and is used to obtain an 
upper and lower limit for the coupling constant. Using the Python scipy package, rotamer 
distributions of valine residues can be calculated with the “least_squares” tool that optimizes the 
linear combination of Pi180, Pi-60, Pi60 to fit a total of 5 constraints ( 4 3J coupling constants for 
each valine residue and the convergence of the probabilities summing to 1). The rotamer 
distributions can be further optimized by minimizing the Chi Square using the scipy tool 
“Minimize-Sequential Least SQuares Programming (SLSQP)”.onuclear single-q 
 
2.3.3 Residual Dipolar Couplings 
 
Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) are also obtained from 2D difference experiments16 
but were performed at 25°C on the Avance 800 MHz Spectrometers. Triplicate IPAP 
experiments17 were performed on 15N isotropic samples (produces 1J scalar couplings) and on the 
respective partially aligned samples, which produce 1J coupling constants that has contributions 
from the residual dipolar coupling. Samples were partially aligned by mixing 100 µl of 16% 
Otting Media (50 µl C12E5 (pentaethylene glycol monododecyl ether), 200 µl NMR sample 
buffer, 50 µl of D2O, 16 µl hexanol)18 with 300 µl of the isotropic sample to give partial 
alignment with a final PEG concentration of 4%. Quadrupolar splitting profiles of the deuterium 
signal is presented in Figure 2.10. Residual dipolar couplings are calculated from Equation 2.3. 




Figure 2.10: Alignment media 2H Quadrupolar Splitting Profiles at various temperatures 
Quadrupolar Splitting observed in the 2H NMR spectra of the solvent at the following 
temperatures A.) 293K B.) 295K C.) 298K D.) 300K E.) 303K F.) 305K. The peaks were 
separated by 0.08 ppm (64 Hz on the Avance 800 MHz) thus giving a splitting range of ± 32 Hz. 
298K produced the best splitting profile thus the choice of using it for all IPAP experiments. 
 
       a. 1JI = Sa – Sb 
       b. 1JPA = 1JI + RDC = SA – SB 
       c. RDC = 1JPA - 1JI 
Equation 2.3: Calculation of Residual Dipolar Coupling Constants 
Calculation of residual dipolar coupling constants (RDC) A.) Calculation of the 1J coupling 
constant from triplicate IPAP experiments performed on the isotropic sample. Sa & Sb are the 
frequencies of the peaks from the respective resulting HSQCs obtained from an NMR processing 
tool such as NMRFAM-SPARKY. B.) same as A but for the partially aligned sample. C.) 
Calculation of the RDC value by subtracting the average coupling value obtained from A from 
the average coupling value obtained from B. Propagated standard errors were calculated from the 
standard deviations of A & B. 
 




The experimental results and MD simulations presented in this dissertation are 
complemented and analyzed by a variety of different computational tools. They are discussed 
below. 
2.4.1 NMRFAM-Sparky 
In terms of data visualization and analysis of NMR spectra, NMRFAM-Sparky is the top 
software package with multiple tools to suit a spectroscopist’s needs.19 All NMR spectra 
displayed in this dissertation are from NMRFAM-Sparky. Additionally, all protein assignments, 
chemical shifts, and coupling constants were derived using the assistance of the software. 
2.4.2 Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) 
 
Similar to how NMRFAM-Sparky is the primary tool for visualization and analysis of 
NMR spectra, Visual Molecular Dynamics (VMD) serves the same purpose for Molecular 
Dynamic (MD) simulations.20 Distance, angle and dihedral profiles for residues in the simulation 
are calculated and analyzed using VMD. Atomic trajectories from MD simulations were 
generously provided by Dr. Kate Stafford. The simulation protocols are described as previous.21 
2.4.3 PALES 
 
PALES (Prediction of AlignmEnt from Structure) is a software that can predict a set of 
specified RDCs when given an appropriate input table and 3D coordinate file (PDB).22 To 
complement the experimental RDC’s, PALES was used to predict RDCs for each frame in the 
MD simulations and crystal structures. Moreover, this software can be used to analyze the 
quality of fit of experimental RDCs to a PDB file, as well as calculate the associated alignment 
tensor. RDCs can also be back calculated from the alignment tensors. 
 





SideR is a specialized program like PALES that focuses on rotamer dynamics of 
branched aliphatic residues: valine, leucine, & isoleucine. It converts their carbon side-chain 
chemical shifts (Valine- Cγ1 & Cγ2, Leucine- Cδ1 & Cδ2, Isoleucine- Cδ1) to rotamer 
populations for their side-chain dihedral angles (χ1 for valine and χ2 for leucine & isoleucine).23-
25 Rotamer distributions from experimental chemical shifts for valine were calculated using this 
program. 
2.4.5 Python and scripts  
Large scale processing and analyzing data from long-time scale MD simulations are done 
through scripts. Python is the language of choice and scripts are executed through the Canopy 
GUI or terminal command line. Scripts are readily available through request. 
2.5 RNase HI Kinetic assays 
Kinetic measurements were performed by Dr. Paul Robustelli. The experimental protocol 
is reproduced here for completeness. Comparative binding assays for Wt. and V98A EcRNHI 
were performed following an established method.26 Briefly, reactions were performed in a 
solution of: 10 mM Tris–HCl, 100 mM NaCl, 10 mM KCl, 10 mM MgCl2, pH 7.5 (Mg/Na/K 
buffer), RNA–DNA hybrid (DNA: 5’-GGG-TTT-TGG-GTT-TTGGGTTTT-GGG-3’, RNA: 5’-
CCC-AAA-ACC-CAA-AAC-CCA-AAACCC-3’), and 7 nM Wt. or V98A EcRNHI at 25 °C. 
The hybrid concentration was varied from 0 nM to 350 nM. Quadruplex-bound porphyrin 
fluorescence intensity was recorded as a function of time after addition of substrate. In order to 
obtain quantitative agreement with the fluorimeter time-traces and account for the initial lag 
phase in the reaction kinetic traces, we added additional global fitting parameters for the rates of 
DNA:porhphyrin binding and quadraplex folding (kon, koff) and performed separate fits of 
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enzyme:substrate binding kinetics (k1,k–1) and kcat. Full reaction curve fits and the corresponding 
Michaelis-Menten plots are displayed in Figure 2.11. 
 
 
Figure 2.11: Enzyme kinetics for Wt. and V98A EcRNHI. 
Fluorescence time courses for (A) V98A EcRNHI with substrate concentrations of (blue) 38 nM, 
(sky-blue) 78 nM, (green) 131 nM, (orange) 187 nM, and (reddish-purple) 257 nM and for (B) 
Wt. EcRNHI with substrate concentrations of (blue) 38 nM, (sky-blue) 76 nM, (green) 130 nM, 
(orange) 184 nM, and (reddish-purple) 255 nM. Solid black lines show fit to the reaction scheme 
in (D), in which DNA:RNA is the substrate, E is the enzyme, DNA and rNMP are reaction 
products, P is the non-fluorescent porphyrin, and G4:P is the fluorescent G-quadruplex:porphyrin 
complex. (C) shows maximum fitted reaction rates at each substrate concentration. The fitted 
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3 Chapter 3: Weighted Conformer Model 
3.1 Introduction 
There are three dynamic loop regions involved in EcRNHI substrate binding1-4 (Figure 
3.1) and the handle region (residues 81-101), also known as the basic protrusion for its large 
cluster of positively charged residues, is perhaps the most well studied of them all. Four key 
findings have led to increased focus on this domain. First, it was found that the positive charge of 
this region, while not indispensable for activity, is necessary for effective binding of the 
substrate.4 Secondly, HIV-RNHI, which lacks a handle region, is inactive when isolated from its 
reverse transcriptase multi domain protein.5 Next, insertion of a handle region into isolated HIV-
RNHI restores its Mn2+ dependent activity.6-7 Lastly, the handle loop and the other two loop 
regions briefly mentioned above were found to have different conformations in the cocrystal 
structure of HsRNHI bound to substrate when compared to the crystal structure of EcRNHI.8 
When superposed, EcRNHI (PDB ID: 2RN2) and HsRNHI (PDB ID: 2QK9) have a 1.3 Å 
secondary structure Cα-RMSD, but the residues in their handle region deviate by 2.5-6 Å Cα-
RMSD. 





Figure 3.1: Secondary Structural Elements of EcRNHI 
Cartoon diagram of EcRNHI: 2RN2. Red indicates conserved active site residues and yellow 
indicates the three loop regions involved in substrate binding.  
 
NMR relaxation experiments fostered research in this area, uncovering the presence of a 
major and minor handle region conformation;9 the motional process of this region was 
determined to be on a similar timescale to that of the active-site loop located between β5 and αE 
suggesting a coupling process. Normal mode analysis10 and minimal distant constraint 
modeling11 have complemented these results. Overall, they show that the handle region has 
correlated motions with secondary structural elements that span the entirety of the protein, thus 
emphasizing the importance of this domain’s dynamics. MD simulations further showed that the 
handle region could be characterized by DNA-binding channel residues tryptophan 85 (W85) 
and alanine 93 (A93).12 Specifically, a metric was created that plotted the distance between the 
Cα atoms of the two residues. Under this metric 2 distributions were found whose populations 
 




varied with temperature (Figure 3.2). Based off of substrate fitting constraints, the crystal 
structure measurement of Wt. EcRNHI, 10 Å, was deemed the midpoint. Any measurement 
greater than or equal to 10 Å is considered open (substrate binding-competent) and any 
measurement less is closed (substrate binding-incompetent). Under these guidelines, TtRNHI is 
closed at all temperatures surveyed and EcRNHI is open at room temperature. As temperature 
rises for EcRNHI, the populations trend towards equilibrium. An in silico designed mutant, 
Val98Ala (V98A) EcRNHI, shifts the population dynamics from open to closed (Figure 3.3). We 
aim to advance progress in this area by embarking on research that is two-fold: to produce an 
experimental analogue to the proposed in silico 2-state Kinetic model and to confirm the 
conformer state of the in silico mutant V98A EcRNHI, which was shown to predominantly 
populate a closed state. 
 
 
Figure 3.2: Handle Distance Metric as a function of temperature. 
Handle distance metric mapping the distance between the Cα atoms of W85 & A93 over 100 ns 
MD simulations at the displayed temperatures (273:blue, 300:black and 340:red K) for 3 RNHI 
homologs-SoRNHI, Wt. EcRNHI, and TtRNHI. Figure adapted from Figure 2 of Stafford et al. 
2013. 10 Å is used as the midpoint between rotamer states, based off of substrate fitting 
constraints and the crystal structure measurement of Wt. EcRNHI (open: >= 10 Å, closed: < 10 
Å). *position 93 is a serine in SoRNHI. Green diamond represents the crystal structure handle 
distance of SoRNHI (2E4L), EcRNHI (2RN2), and TtRNHI (1RIL). 
 




       
Figure 3.3: Wt. vs. V98A EcRNHI Handle Distance Metric 
Handle distance distributions of Wt. (solid) and V98A EcRNHI (dashed) over 100 ns MD 
simulations at 300 K. Green diamond represents the crystal structure handle distance of Wt. 
EcRNHI (2RN2). 
 
3.2 Revision of Handle Distance Distribution 
Before an experimental model is established, the current in silico model needs to be 
improved upon. W85 is a highly conserved residue while A93 is not; it is a serine in homologs 
such as SoRNHI and HsRNHI (Figure 3.4). Adjacent to A93 in the DNA binding channel does 
exist a highly conserved residue, however, in threonine 92 (T92). The choice to use conserved 
residues for the basis of the 2-state Kinetic model is a natural one as it allows one to compare 
apples to apples and not have to consider whether the difference in residue types is accounting 
for the differences observed in the model. Additionally, it has been shown that the dynamics of 
certain residues of EcRNHI, which includes W85 and T92, show qualitative agreement in their 
behavior between their NMR ensembles and MD simulations.3 This gives us confidence that the 
simulations are appropriately modeling the behavior these residues are undergoing in NMR 
experiments. 
 





Figure 3.4: Partial Multiple Sequence Alignment of RNHI homologs 
Four RNHI homologs (EcRNHI, SoRNHI, TtRNHI, & HsRNHI) were aligned by their one letter 
amino acid sequence using Clustal Omega. FASTA sequence for alignments were taken from 
their respective PDB files (“2RN2”, “2E4L”, “1RIL”, & “2QK9”). The numbering system is in 
accordance to EcRNHI residues 76-120. Residues are color coded by their amino acid category-
Red: hydrophobic/aromatic side chain, Green: uncharged, Blue: negatively charged, Pink: 
Positively Charged. 
 
 Given all of this, the choice to revise the handle distance metric to include T92 in place of 
A93 is a legitimate one. Figure 3.5 displays the revised handle distance population distributions 
as a function of temperature for the three homologs and mutant under study. Identical 
distributions are observed between both distance metrics, but the latter produces slightly better 
resolution between conformers. As was the case with the original distance metric, the crystal 
structure measurement of Wt. EcRNHI was used as the midpoint for the interchangeable 
conformers; i.e. the distance between the Cα atoms of W85 and T92 in the 2RN2 crystal 











Figure 3.5: Revised Handle Distance Metric as a function of temperature 
Revised handle distance metric mapping the distance between the Cα atoms of W85 and T92 
over 100 ns simulations at the displayed temperatures (273:blue, 300:black and 340:red K) for 4 
RNHI homologs/mutant-SoRNHI, Wt. EcRNHI, V98A EcRNHI and TtRNHI. Green diamond is 
the crystal structure measurement, and dashed lines are V98A EcRNHI distributions. In the 
original distance metric 10 Å was used as the midpoint between rotamer states, based off the 
crystal structure measurement of Wt. EcRNHI (open: >= 10 Å, closed: < 10 Å). Using the same 
reasoning for this revised handle distance model, 7.8 Å is used for the midpoint (open: >= 7.8 Å, 
closed: < 7.8 Å). 
  
3.3 Using Residual Dipolar Couplings to Discern Conformers 
 To develop an experimental analogue for the above revised in silico handle distance 
metric, a technique that is sensitive to conformational change on appropriate time scales is 
needed. Residual dipolar couplings (RDCs) is an NMR observable that serves as a global 
orientational restraint. The RDC between nuclei depends upon the distance between them and the 
angle between their inter-spin vector and the external magnetic field (Figure 3.6). Under 
isotropic conditions, molecules tumble with no preference in orientation thus giving an average 
RDC value of 0. However, when partially aligned through a variety of methods this phenomenon 
is observed. Applications include structure determination/refinement, 
protein:ligand/protein:protein interactions, and of particular importance to this study, 
conformational analysis.13-14 





Figure 3.6: Physical Basis of the Residual Dipolar Coupling 
Schematic of the interaction of two nuclei (I & S) in an external magnetic field (B). The residual 
dipolar coupling takes into account fixed values such as the reduced Planck constant (ℏ), nuclei 
gyromagnetic ratios (γI & γs) and if covalently bonded, the bond length between the nuclei (rIS). 
This leaves the RDC value dependent on the angle (θ) between the inter-spin vector (r) and the 
external magnetic field vector (B). In isotropic samples, tumbling of the molecules causes the 
average value of this angle to equal the magic angle of 54.7356° which reduces the RDC to 0. 
Partial alignment leads to incomplete averaging of anisotropic magnetic interactions and 
produces an observable RDC; values can be positive or negative depending on the range of 
angles sampled. RDCs cover the time scale from the tumbling correlation time (τc) to 
<millisecond. 
 
3.4 T92 N-H RDCs 
 A hallmark of protein NMR is the 1H-15N HQSC experiment. Spectra display peaks for 
each respective residue’s backbone amide and sidechains with nitrogen-bound protons (if 
applicable). The peaks are usually well dispersed, allowing for unambiguous assignment for 
most, if not all, residues. Additionally, chemicals needed for 15N labeling of the sample are 
inexpensive and experiments are short and sensitive. For these reasons, the 1H-15N HQSC spectra 
is the NMR spectroscopists primary tool to observe changes in the covalent molecular structure, 
as well as those from non-covalent interactions with solvent molecules or binding partners. To 




obtain an experimental counterpart to the in silico revised handle distance metric, the two 
residues at the center of the model were investigated: W85 and T92. 
 Beginning with T92, this residue has a distinctive placement in the top left region (near 
the characteristic glycine section) in 1H-15N HQSC spectra of RNHI variants studied. This 
affords easy analysis of RNHI homologs and/or mutants as complete backbone assignments of 
the protein may not be needed to locate this residue. Before experimental values for the variants 
under study were determined, predicted T92 N-H RDCs using PALES were retrieved from the 
respective 300 K, 100 ns MD simulations. The distributions produced from the predicted RDCs 
were compared to those from the revised handle distance metric. Populations are highly similar 
suggesting a correlation (Figure 3.7). This is corroborated by plotting the predicted T92 N-H 
RDCs of each simulation frame against its revised handle distance metric (Figure 3.8). In 
general, a high correlation exists between the two measurements (Pearson’s correlation 
coefficient r= 0.82), but the fit isn’t completely linear suggesting as expected that other factors 
are contributing to the handle distance values. Nonetheless, the interrelationship between the pair 
is further displayed as separating T92 N-H RDCs by the revised handle distance metric produces 
discrete distributions (Figure 3.9). 
 





Figure 3.7: Revised Handle Distance Compared to T92 N-H Predicted RDCs. 
(A) Revised handle distance metric mapping the distance between the Cα atoms of W85 & T92 
over 100 ns simulations at 300 K for 4 RNHI homologs/mutant-SoRNHI, Wt. EcRNHI, V98A 
EcRNHI and TtRNHI. Similar to the original, 7.8 Å (Wt. EcRNHI’s crystal distance 
measurement) is used for the midpoint (open: >= 7.8 Å, closed: < 7.8 Å). Insets of the respective 
handle distances are placed in the top right corner. (B) Predicted RDCs of T92 N-H for the 
corresponding simulations using the PALES software. Green diamond is the crystal 
structure/experimental RDC measurement. Yellow diamonds and dashed lines are V98A 
EcRNHI* measurements. RDCs were also back calculated using the experimentally derived 
alignment tensor from each respective RDC ensemble; these values are represented by a *. 
 
 





Figure 3.8: Revised Handle Distances vs. T92 N-H Predicted RDCs. 
Revised handle distance metric mapping the distance between the Cα atoms of W85 and T92 
over 100 ns simulations at 300 K plotted against the respective predicted RDCs for T92 N-H of 
the same frame. Red points are closed frames and blue points are open frames according to the 
revised handle distance metric. A line of best fit is drawn and the equation to this line as well as 
the Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) is reported.  (A) Wt. EcRNHI (B) V98A EcRNHI (C) 





Figure 3.9: T92 N-H RDCs handle distance profiles. 
100 ns simulations at 300 K for 3 RNHI homologs-SoRNHI, Wt. EcRNHI, and TtRNHI-were 
separated on the basis of the revised handle distance metric (Closed:blue & Open:pink) and T92 
N-H RDC profiles were predicted for each conformer group. Symbols are the same as those in 
Figure 3.7.  
 
 




3.5 W85 Nε1-Hε1 RDCs  
 The reasons listed prior that makes T92 N-H an attractive RDC candidate to describe 
handle region dynamics is not the case with W85 N-H. It is in a more crowded region and its 
predicted RDCs do not show a noticeable correlation with the handle distance metric. When 
comparing V98A EcRNHI with Wt. EcRNHI, its weighted chemical shift difference is barely 
affected by the mutation-0.09 ppm-(Figure 3.10) but its 1J coupling constant difference (Δ1JNH) 
of –2.6 Hz is amongst the largest observed (Table 3.1); Zweckstetter and coworkers have 
suggested Δ1JNH ≥ | 1.6 Hz | reflect changes in hydrogen bonding.15 Also, showing a statistically 
significant Δ1JNH is the indole ring (Nε1-Hε1) of W85 (-3.52 standard errors); interestingly, the 
perturbation is similar to T92 N-H (-3.71 standard errors). Concerning the former, W85 Nε1-Hε1 
is in a favorable, easily distinguishable region of the spectra (bottom left). Also, albeit subtle, 
W85 Nε1-Hε1 predicted RDCs show a minor difference between the handle region conformers 
(Figure 3.11); a very weak correlation is also present alluding to the fact that the sidechain plays 
an indirect role in handle region dynamics (Figure 3.12), possibly through rearrangement of 
hydrophobic packing in the core. 
 
 






Figure 3.10: Wt. vs. V98A EcRNHI Backbone Weighted Chemical Shift Differences 
Top: Backbone (N-H, Cα-Hα, C’) weighted chemical shift differences between Wt. and V98A 
EcRNHI spectra. The main perturbations are in the handle loop (W90, K91, & T92) and around 
the mutation (K99, N100, V101). Other noticeable perturbations include H83, A58 & Q4. 
Bottom: Perturbations (red coloring) > 0.5 mapped onto EcRNHI (2RN2). 





Table 3.1: Residues with significant Δ1JNH coupling constants for Wt. & V98A EcRNHI*. 
Triplicate measurements of 1JNH scalar coupling constants were measured for both Wt. and 
V98A EcRNHI*. The difference between the averages, propagated standard errors, and Z-scores 
in #standard errors (Difference/Standard Error), and #variances (Difference/ Variance of 
standard error population) are reported. Residues with a Δ1JNH ≥ | 1.6 Hz |15 and showing 3 or 




Figure 3.11: Handle Distance Conformers Compared to W85 Nε1-Hε1 Predicted RDCs. 
(A) Similar to Figure 3.7B but for W85 Nε1-Hε1. (B) Similar to Figure 3.9 but for W85 Nε1-
Hε1. 





Figure 3.12: Revised Handle Distances vs. W85 Nε1-Hε1 Predicted RDCs. 
Similar to Figure 3.8 but for W85 Nε1-Hε1 (A) Wt. EcRNHI (B) V98A EcRNHI (C) SoRNHI 
(D) TtRNHI (E) A-D combined.  
 
All in all, while not as appreciable as T92, the predicted RDCs for W85 Nε1-Hε1 
populate 2 distributions differentiated by the handle distance metric. Additionally, experimental 
RDCs of all homologs and mutant are well fitted to its respective crystal structures (Figure 3.13). 
 
 
Figure 3.13: Experimental vs PALES Best Fitted RDCs to its crystal structure 




 *Red point= T92:N-H, green point= W85: Nε1-Hε1. Pearson’s correlation coefficient, r, is 
reported as well as the Quality Q factor which measures the average disagreement in percentage 
between measured and calculated RDCs; Q ~ 40% corresponds to structures with 2-3 Å 
resolution and Q ~ 20% corresponds to structures with 1.5 Å resolution. (A) Wt. EcRNHI* 
(2RN2: 1.48 Å)  (B) V98A EcRNHI* – in silico structure was used for best fit analysis (C) 
SoRNHI (2E4L: 2.0 Å)  - T92:N-H peak is overlapped (D) TtRNHI* (1RIL: 2.8 Å) - W85 Nε1-
Hε1 peak is exchanged broadened. 
 
3.6 Valine 101 Side Chain Dynamics 
Other critical members of the hydrophobic core that stabilizes the handle region is valine 
98 and valine 101. Valine 98 (V98) is well conserved and forms the border of a hydrophobic 
spine with valine 101 (V101) that links αC & αD of the handle region to DNA binding channel 
tryptophans (W81 & W85) through side chain stacking interactions. Recently, it has been 
discovered that the sidechains of V98 & V101 are important to handle region conformational 
dynamics.16 15N-NOESY-HSQC data show that V98’s sidechain (Cγ1-Hγ1) makes NOE contacts 
with T92 N-H in Wt. EcRNHI, but not in its mutant V98A EcRNHI (Figure 3.14). MD 
simulations complement this by showing that V98 Cγ1 interaction with T92 N-H display discrete 
distance profiles for open and closed frames (Figure 3.15).  
A further examination of the simulations was conducted to see if V98 & V101 rotamer 
combinations displayed conformational preferences; residue 101 is an arginine in TtRNHI but 
maintains packing interactions with V98 similar to the other homologs (Figure 3.16). Valine has 
three χ1 rotamers (Trans:180°, Gauche+: 60°, Gauche-: -60°) and of the nine possible rotamer 
combinations, majority of the simulations exist in 2 combinations (Figure 3.17). In addition, 
when residue 101 adopts the trans rotamer, all proteins prefer the closed state regardless of V98’s 
rotamer state (Figure 3.18). 





Figure 3.14: 15N NOESY HSQCs of Wt. & V98A EcRNHI. 
Slices from 3D 1H-15N-1H NOESY HSQC spectra for Wt. and V98A EcRNHI display cross-
peaks for amide hydrogen atoms that are spatially close (< ~ 5 Å) to the respective sidechain 
hydrogen atoms of residue 98. (A) Slice for Wt. EcRNHI NOESY at the chemical shift of the 
V98 Hγ1 atom (-0.402 ppm); V98 Hγ1 and I116 Hγ2 share different carbon but similar hydrogen 
chemical shift thus its profiles are overlapped (B) Wt. EcRNHI NOESY profile of V98 Hβ atom 
(1.157 ppm); V98 Hβ atom is in a crowded area of the spectrum so its profile is overlapped with 
several residues (C) V98A EcRNHI NOESY profile of A98 Hβ atom (0.290 ppm). A98 Hβ, V65 
Hγ1, and I116 Hγ2 share different carbon but similar hydrogen chemical shifts; thus, their 
profiles are overlapped. 
 
 





Figure 3.15: V98 Cγ1 Handle Distance Profiles of its interactions T92’s backbone 
100 ns simulations at 300 K for 3 RNHI homologs-SoRNHI, Wt. EcRNHI, and TtRNHI-were 
separated on the basis of the revised handle distance metric (Closed:blue & Open:pink) and the 




Figure 3.16: Packing Interactions of V98 & residue 101 in EcRNHI & TtRNHI. 
Overlay of PDB structure files 2RN2 (EcRNHI:purple) & 1RIL (TtRNHI:pink). Hydrogens are 
added using the Reduce software. R101 (TtRNHI) Cγ-Hγ atoms point in the direction of V101 
(EcRNHI) Cγ1 and R101’s guanidino group points in the direction of V101 Cγ2. 





Figure 3.17: Handle distance profiles of V98 & V101 rotamers in EcRNHI & SoRNHI. 
Trajectories of EcRNHI:blue & SoRNHI:red (only proteins of the four studied with valines at 
both positions) were grouped by the nine different rotameric combinations and the handle 
distance of each was plotted. The two most populated combinations which comprise 66% 
(EcRNHI) and 51% (SoRNHI): (A) V101 Gauche + / V98 Gauche – (B) V101 Gauche + / V98 
trans. Minor Combinations which comprise at least 5% respectively: (C) V101 Gauche - / V98 
trans (D) V101 Gauche - / V98 Gauche - (E) V101 trans / V98 trans. Rare combinations which 
comprise less than 5% respectively: (F) V101 trans / V98 Gauche - (G) V101 Gauche + / V98 
Gauche + (H) V101 Gauche - / V98 Gauche + (I) V101 Trans / V98 Gauche +. 





Figure 3.18: Handle distance profiles of residue 101’s rotamers. 
Simulations are separated based on residue 101’s rotamer (Trans:blue, Gauche +:black & 
Gauche -:pink) and handle distance profiles of each group is mapped. (A) Wt. EcRNHI (B) 
V98A EcRNHI (C) SoRNHI (D) TtRNHI. 
 
 3J scalar coupling constants produce valine rotamer distributions through their 
relationship to dihedral angles through Karplus Curves.17 It’s been shown that rotamer 
distributions obtained from isotropic chemical shifts agree well with those produced from 3J 
scalar coupling constants.18 Moreover, rotamer populations from MD simulations also agree well 
with those calculated from 3J scalar coupling constants and chemical shifts (Table 3.2). Rotamer 
distributions for residue 101 were calculated for each protein using a combination of the 
aforementioned ways when applicable (Table 3.3A). 






Table 3.2: Comparison of rotamer distributions. 
Rotamer distributions were calculated for all the valines in Wt. and V98A EcRNHI using three 
different techniques: 3J scalar coupling constants, isotropic chemical shifts, and MD simulations. 
Using the overlap score,18 the agreement between the distributions calculated from the couplings, 
the chemical shifts and simulation data were respectively measured. Also, the rotamer state of 
the X-ray crystal structure and NMR solution structure of Wt. EcRNHI is displayed. 
 
 
Table 3.3: Residue 101 trans %, RDCs and enzyme kinetic data for RNHI homologs. 
(A) Rotamer distributions calculated for RNHI homologs when applicable (residue peak overlap 
or inability to calculate rotameric distributions by a technique) by 3J scalar coupling constants, 




isotropic chemical shifts and MD simulations. Raw values used to calculate the rotamer 
distributions are also displayed. (B) Experimental RDC values for T92 N-H and W85 Nε1-Hε1; 
RDCs back calculated from the respective experimentally derived alignment tensors are in 
parenthesis. The alignment tensor is represented by the Saupe Order Matrix and its elements are 
reported as well as the general magnitude of the alignment tensor. (C) Enzyme kinetic data for 
RNHI homolog pairs. KM ratios are calculated according to the following: Homolog KM/Wt. 
EcRNHI KM.  
 
 
3.7 Correlation of NMR Observables with Enzymatic Activity 
Measured RDC values for T92 N-H and W85 Nε1-Hε1 are negative with ordering 
TtRNHI* < V98A EcRNHI* < SoRNHI < EcRNHI*. The SoRNHI T92 RDC could not be 
measured because of resonance overlap and the TtRNHI* W85 Nε1-Hε1 RDC is not measurable 
because of exchange broadening (Table 3.3B). RDCs for T92 N-H and W85 Nε1-Hε1 calculated 
from experimentally determined alignment tensors showed similar ordering. Additionally, 
average trans percentage of residue 101 for the homologs showed similar ordering as the RDCs; 
TtRNHI has the highest and Wt. EcRNHI has the lowest trans percentage for residue 101. 
Enzyme kinetic data exists for each RNHI homolog under analysis.19-20 To assess the 
relative binding affinity of V98A EcRNHI, ligand binding assays were conducted and Michaelis 
Menten Constants (KM) are reported in Table 3.3C. To account for different assay conditions, KM 
values were normalized by KM for Wt. EcRNHI measured under the same conditions. KM ratios 
are slightly correlated with W85 Nε1-Hε1 RDCs (Figure 3.19A) and well correlated with T92 N-
H RDCs and residue 101 trans populations (Figures 3.19B & 3.19C respectively).  





Figure 3.19: Experimental RDCs and Residue 101 Trans % vs Respective KM Ratios. 
Square: Wt. EcRNHI, Circle: SoRNHI, Triangle: V98A EcRNHI, Diamond: TtRNHI; RDC 
experiments were done in triplicate and error bars indicate propagated standard error; error bars 
for back calculated RDCs are its rms between experimental values (A) Experimental (black) & 
back calculated from alignment tensor (purple) RDCs for W85 Nε1-Hε1 RDCs plotted against 
KM ratios from Table 3.3C. (B) Same as A but for T92 N-H (C) Calculated trans % from coupling 
constants (black), chemical shifts (purple) and simulations (yellow) plotted against KM ratios 
from Table 3.3C. (D) Weighted Conformer scores (calculated using the data from A, B & C with 
Equation 3.1) plotted against KM ratios from Table 3.3C. 




3.8 Weighted Conformer Scores 
Weighted conformer scores were calculated from the above three data sets (Equation 
3.1). These data show a remarkable linear correlation with the KM for the enzyme reaction, 
including for the in silico designed mutant (Figure 3.19D). These results provide strong evidence 
in support of the two-state model for handle region conformational dynamics and for the 
hypothesis that substrate recognition is strongly favored by open handle region conformations. 
 
Weighted Conformer Score = {(W85CS*r2) + (T92CS*r2) + (Trans%*r2)} / 3 
Equation 3.1: Equation for each protein’s weighted conformer score using experimental 
values of W85 Nε1-Hε1 RDCs, T92 N-H RDCs and residue 101 Trans percentage. 
Trans% is the average percentage of trans population for residue 101 calculated from each 
method, reported from 0 to 1. W85CS & T92CS is the conformer score assigned to each 
respective RDC. The highest and lowest RDC values of the predicted RDC distributions (95% of 
the values in the center of the distribution) were assigned scores of 0 (completely open) and 1 
(completely closed) respectively. The experimental RDC value was given a score based off 
where it fell in this range. These conformer scores and Trans% are weighted by the Pearson’s 
correlation coefficient (r2). These weighted values are added together and averaged to produce a 
weighted conformer score for each protein. 
 
3.9 Handle Region Dynamics 
Residual Dipolar Couplings is a robust tool to study conformational changes of 
biomolecules. Using the RDC prediction software PALES we were able to find a bond vector 
(T92 N-H) that serves as an analogue to the proposed in silico handle distance metric. Both 
models display highly similar distributions across the homologs sampled. Predicted RDC 
distributions fell along two main populations- one centered around negative values (closed) and 
another on positive values of similar magnitude (open). The RDC vis tool21 displays the bond 
vector orientations of these conformer states (Figure 3.20).  





Figure 3.20: Curve trajectories for N-H Bonds with different RDC magnitudes. 
RDC curves drawn using RDCvis play21 for Wt. EcRNHI T92 N-H RDCs that characterize its 
predicted distribution. From left to right –4 Hz: center of closed population, 4 Hz: center of open 
population. The sphere represents the possible positions for a given internuclear bond vector, in 
this case T92 N-H. The white dots represent the RDC surface representing the possible solutions 
to the RDC equation. The green ellipse represents RDC points that make up the target curve of 
the bond vector. The curves are paired and represent possible orientations of the bond vector 
(and positions of the H atom) that are consistent with the user defined RDC value. 
 
Superposed structures with T92 N-H predicted RDCs that fall at the center of each 
distribution (closed: -4Hz, open: 4Hz) offers insight into this matter (Figure 3.21). Arginine 88’s 
sidechain (R88 Nε-Hε) forms possible water-mediated hydrogen bonds with the backbone 
carbonyl of T92. The superimposed image shows the closed structure’s T92 N-H bond vector 
pointing upward towards the outermost tip of the loop, while the open structure points inwards 
toward the center of the loop; the angle between the N-H vectors in these two structures is 46.3°. 
It appears that this difference in positioning allows the carbonyl of T92 to be in a better 
position/range to interact with R88 Ne-He in closed structures; order parameters corroborate this 
interaction as those for R88 & T92 are considerably higher in TtRNHI than EcRNHI at catalytic 
temperatures.22 The T92 N-H RDC value, in essence, is most likely reporting on this interaction 
which also produces discrete, binary distributions defined by the handle distance model (Figure 
3.22). Previous research12 has hinted at the importance of this interaction in regulating handle 
region dynamics and ongoing research is investigating the importance of residue 88 (Chapter 4). 





Figure 3.21: Geometry and interactions of T92 backbones 
Wt. EcRNHI MD simulated structures with predicted T92 N-H RDCs that fall at the center of the 
closed and open distributions (pink: closed, –4 Hz: closed, cyan: open, 4 Hz:). 180° views of the 
handle region are shown. The backbone nitrogen atom of T92 is in blue and the distance from the 
carbonyl atom of T92 (red) to the sidechain He atom of R88 (white) is provided. 





Figure 3.22: T92 Backbone Distance Profiles of its interactions with R88’s side chain. 
Simulation frames were separated on the basis of the revised handle distance metric (Closed:blue 
& Open:pink) and the distance from the backbone carbonyl oxygen of threonine 92 to the side 
chain Nε-Hε atom of arginine 88 was plotted for each group. *SoRNHI has a lysine at position 
88; distance was plotted from each sidechain Nζ-Hζ atom to T92 O and averaged. 
 
Tryptophan 85 is highly conserved and plays a major role in the stability of the 
hydrophobic core through sidechain stacking interactions. Its indole amide RDCs (W85 Nε1-
Hε1) displays similar results to T92 N-H, but to a lesser degree; this is mainly due to the back 
calculated RDC of SoRNHI which falls along the center of its predicted distribution but serves as 
a major outlier in its correlation with KM ratios. Albeit subtle, W85 Nε1-Hε1 indirectly reports 
on R88’s backbone interaction with T92. Furthermore, given its role in the DNA binding channel 
combined with NOESY & scalar coupling results, the contributions of W85 to conformational 
dynamics should not be ignored. 
V98’s sidechain stacks directly against W85’s indole ring and modulates this 
hydrophobic network through rotameric transitions with V101. These rotameric transitions 
appear to be in concerted motion with R88’s backbone interaction with T92. Of the nine possible 
rotameric combinations, two comprise the majority of the pairings seen in the simulations: V101 
Gauche+ / V98 Gauche- (Open) & V101 Gauche+ / V98 Trans (Closed). When V101 adopts the 
Trans rotamer all proteins are primarily in the closed state. Rotamer percentages calculated 




through a combination of scalar coupling constants, chemical shifts and simulation data shows a 
positive correlation with its respective KM ratios; so too does the RDC values of T92 N-H and to 
a lesser extent W85 Nε1-Hε1. 
A model has been developed that encompasses the information from all three values to 
give each protein a weighted conformer score- where 0 represents completely open and 1 
represents completely closed. Weighted conformer scores strongly correlate with KM ratios. The 
complementary nature of the values suggests concerted movements between the sidechain 
dynamics of V98 & V101 and the backbone interactions of R88 Nε- Hε & T92 O (Figure 3.23). 
This connection can be explained by the fact that W90 & N100 (first and last residue of the 
handle loop respectively) may be serving as hinges for motions of the handle region.9 
Furthermore, V98 forms backbone hydrogen bonds with W90 & V101;23 thus serving as the 
bridge between the aforementioned dynamics. This is demonstrated through a comparison of Wt. 
and V98A EcRNHI’s backbone weighted chemical shift differences (Figure 3.12); as expected, 
the residues most affected by mutating V98 are those surrounding W90 and N100. A hydrogen 
bond is also present between the backbones of W90 and W85 which might explain the indirect 













Previous NMR spin relaxation spectroscopy and MD simulations hypothesized a two-state 
model for conformational dynamics of the handle region of ribonuclease HI enzymes. Based on 
this model, an in silico mutant V98A EcRNHI was designed and predicted to have an increased 
population of the closed conformation of the handle region and consequently an increased 
Michaelis constant. This model has been validated by NMR measurements for W85, T92, and 
residue 101, whose conformational preferences are strongly correlated with the open-closed 
transition in the two-state model. The experimental measurements, including RDCs, scalar 
coupling constants, and chemical shifts, validate this model, including the properties of the V98A 
mutant. An unexpectedly strong correlation between the NMR parameters and the Michaelis 
constant for the enzymatic reaction indicates the important role of the handle region for tuning of 
substrate recognition in the RNHI enzymes. 
All in all, the work presented here is proof of the tremendous strides MD simulations 
have made in modeling the dynamic behavior of protein systems.24-26 The three experimental 
metrics outlined were based on and guided by trends seen in MD simulations. All three metrics 
are characterized by the handle distance model, thus serving as experimental analogues, and is 
able to confirm the “closed” state of V98A EcRNHI when compared to its wildtype counterpart. 
While each is informative in its own way, their combined power, as seen in the weighted 
conformer scores, paint a more comprehensive picture of handle region dynamics. Accordingly, 
these results provide an example of the power of joint investigations by MD simulation and 
NMR spectroscopy in dissecting the conformational preferences underlying enzyme activity. 
 
 





Figure 3.23: Schematic of Handle Region dynamics 
Schematic representation of EcRNHI handle region dynamics as it relates to the in silico 2-state 
Kinetic model. According to the model, the handle region can adopt either the open or closed 
state. When in the closed state, V101’s χ1 angle is most likely in a trans conformation and a 
potential water mediated hydrogen bond is formed between the backbone atoms of T92 C-O and 
R88 Nε-Hε. When in the open state, the enzyme is in a substrate binding competent 
conformation and the above-mentioned water mediated hydrogen bond between T92 C-O and 
R88 Nε-Hε is no longer present. In this state V98 & V101’s χ1 angle are most likely to be in the 
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4.1 Introduction 
 The journey to better understand the handle region dynamics of RNase HI continues with 
a focus on residue 88. Chapter 3 sowed the seeds and this chapter will take a deeper look into its 
importance in handle region dynamics. In EcRNHI, residue 88 is an arginine and is a part of a 
positive charge cluster in the handle region that is critical to effective binding of the substrate;1 
an R88A mutation causes a nearly 5-fold increase in KM but leaves Vmax relatively unperturbed. 
In SoRNHI, residue 88 is a lysine and a K88N mutation increases its thermostability (Tm) by 4.1 
K. The mutation also slightly decreases its relative activity.2 In general, the identity of residue 88 
falls into 2 categories:3 one of the longer chained positive amino acids (lysine and arginine) or 
the shorter chained neutral amino acid asparagine (Figure 4.1). Of the homologs of interest in 
these studies, CtRNHI is one of two variants (HsRNHI being the other) that has the shorter 
chained asparagine. As a result, the focus begins on CtRNHI. 
 
 
Figure 4.1: Residue frequencies of position 88 
Figure adapted from Stafford et al. 2013 Supplementary Figure 9. Distribution of residues at 
position 88 among bacterial RNHI sequences with a handle region (981 total). 




Chlorobium tepidum RNHI (CtRNHI) is a moderate thermophile with 57% sequence 
identity to TtRNHI and 53% sequence identity to EcRNHI. In terms of its thermodynamic 
properties it has an overall stability and melting temperature similar to EcRNHI (Table 4.1). Its 
heat capacity upon unfolding and optimal growth temperature stability, however, is more similar 
to TtRNHI. Finally, its optimal growth temperature is intermediate that of EcRNHI and 
TtRNHI.4 A 3D crystal structure of CtRNHI has been solved at 1.60 Å (PDB ID: 3H08) and 





Table 4.1: Thermodynamic parameters of RNHI homologs 
Table adapted from Ratcliff et al. (2009) Table 2. Thermodynamic properties of three RNHI 
homologs- EcRNHI*, CtRNHI* and TtRNHI*. The parameters measured include: Overall 
stability (ΔGunf), optimal growth temperature stability (ΔGgrowth), optimal growth temperature 
(Tgrowth), change in heat capacity upon unfolding (ΔCp) and melting temperature (Tm). kcal mol -1 
K-1. 
 
Protein ΔGunf (kcal/mol) ΔGgrowth (kcal/mol) Tgrowth (°C) ΔCp (kcal mol-1 K-1) Tm (°C)
EcRNHI* -7.5 -6.8 37 2.7 67
CtRNHI* -8.1 -4.6 48 1.7 66.5
TtRNHI* -12.2 -5.6 68 1.8 86




Figure 4.2: Tertiary structure of CtRNHI 
X-ray crystallography structure of CtRNHI (PDB ID: 3H08). The unit cell contains two 
monomers with a Cα-RMSD of 0.44 Å.  Each monomer has missing residues in the handle 
region. The residues preceding the missing ones are color coded as follows: Orange-K91, Green-
K96, Red-T92, Yellow-A94. Due to Monomer B having one missing handle region residue 
compared to 4 in Monomer A, it is used for all future structural analysis in the dissertation. 
 
 The handle region is dynamic, showing significant flexibility in EcRNHI and TtRNHI, 
but the latter is more flexible-residues show a consistent decrease in order parameters.5 It comes 
as no surprise then that CtRNHI would have missing residues in this region. A superposition of 
CtRNHI and TtRNHI (Figure 4.3) shows higher structural similarity in its handle region (0.754 
Å Cα-RMSD) compared to EcRNHI (0.975 Å Cα-RMSD). CtRNHI has a revised handle 
distance of 6.7 Å which is more similar to TtRNHI (6.5 Å) than EcRNHI (7.8 Å). The structural 
similarity combined with its flexibility suggests the two homologs may have comparable handle 
region dynamics.  




Figure 4.3: Superposition of CtRNHI & TtRNHI 
Overlaid Crystal structure of CtRNHI (Dark pink, PDB ID: 3H08) and TtRNHI (Light pink, 
PDB ID: 1RIL). The handle region and its associated distance metric (CtRNHI) is in the top right 
corner and residue 101 (isoleucine in CtRNHI and arginine in TtRNHI) is displayed in sticks. 
The overall Cα-RMSD of the structures is 1.61 Å; it’s handle regions have a 0.754 Å Cα-RMSD. 
 
 To discern these dynamics, analysis was conducted using similar NMR spectroscopy 
tools as was employed in Chapter 3. Due to the additional glycine after position 80, residue 
assignments for CtRNHI* offset those of EcRNHI by 1; for consistency, however, discussion of 
its dynamics uses EcRNHI numbering. Backbone and sidechain assignments were made for Wt. 
(Table 4.2 and 4.3 respectively) and N89R CtRNHI* (Table 4.4: backbone assignments only) to 
ascertain the role/impact it has on handle region dynamics.  
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Residue N (ppm) H (ppm) Cα (ppm) Hα (ppm) Cβ (ppm) Hβ (ppm) 
E2 119.788 8.73 55.593 4.452   
K3 122.918 8.77 57.043 4.271   
T4 117.739 8.246 61.837 4.964 70.15 4.021 
I5 128.472 8.827 59.896 4.508 40.288 1.629 
T6 123.857 8.246 61.498 4.451 69.922 3.893 
I7 124.989 8.971 59.826 5.35 41.469 1.327 
Y8 127.807 9.248 56.669 5.508 40.435 2.82 
T9 111.596 8.538 60.06 5.426 70.524 4.317 
D10 118.351 8.769 54.401 5.128 44.223 2.503 
G11 107.46 8.314 44.863    
A12 122.049 8.928 51.15 5.575 21.984 1.284 
A13 119.205 8.392 51.501 5.23 22.534 1.155 
S14 115.791 9.032 57.938 4.568 64.199 3.985/3.882 
G15 107.717 7.435 44.256    
N16 116.108 8.354 50.589 5.075 39.832 2.814/2.507 
P17   62.842 4.801 35.191 1.771/2.034 
G18 106.3 8.871 45.289    
K19 120.612 8.164 57.927 4.185 34.477 1.892/1.774 
G20 110.151 9.261 44.742    
G21 105.151 8.783 45.046    
W22 116.198 8.209 54.307 5.476 32.314 3.491/3.264 
G23 105.549 9.162 44.742    
A24 122.771 9.298 51.08 4.818 22.961 1.218 
L25 122.857 9.117 53.827 5.22 46.076 1.908/1.402 
L26 125.393 9.411 55.71 5.037 44.158 1.689/1.388 
M27 121.308 9.334 54.578  33.995  
Y28 123.257 8.05 56.764  38.792  
G29 114.639 8.857 47.292    
S30 120.669 8.707 58.294 4.483 63.579 4.004/3.852 
S31 117.728 8.115 58.464  64.658 3.852 
R32 123.176 8.55 54.611 5.449 34.454 1.749 
K33 125.167 9.139 55.523 4.659 36.488 1.833 
E34 124.112 8.711 54.611 5.195 32.092 1.973/1.856 
I35 118.697 9.003 60.071 4.791 42.942 2.084 
S36 112.986 7.874 56.833 4.11 66.151 3.539/3.828 
G37 104.539 6.582 45.531    
Y38 117.22 8.004 55.5 5.44 44.427 2.889/2.467 
D39 130.357 8.268 50.905 4.553   
P40   63.673 4.262 33.039 2.327 
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A41 123.987 8.355 51.676 4.169 18.371 1.073 
T42 122.61 9.548 59.791 4.753 69.238 3.849 
T43 107.201 8.339 58.142 4.938 72.547 4.518 
N44 120.938 9.165 58.306 3.934 38.757 2.823/2.742 
N45 116.058 8.693 55.722 4.198 36.874 2.122/2.787 
R46 117.189 7.525 61.182 3.529 29.321 1.714/1.605 
M47 117.319 7.783 58.039  36.545  
E48 119.674 8.341 59.779 4.159 27.86 1.92/2.064 
L49 117.128 7.483 57.92 3.894 42.299 1.635/0.972 
M50 119.329 8.777 56.886  30.655  
A51 118.674 8.049 55.57 3.722 20.657 1.801 
A52 115.621 6.578 55.114 4.031 18.43 1.412 
I53 118.008 8.063 65.356 3.174 38.266 1.613 
K54 117.114 8.499 56.926 3.608 31.613 1.001/0.922 
G55 105.75 7.921 47.409 3.581   
L56 117.319 7.783 57.137 4.146 43.118 1.555 
E57 119.829 9.034 58.294 3.853   
A58 118.764 7.117 53.185 4.062 18.197 1.415 
L59 118.067 6.994 54.354 4.196 41.212 1.238/1.786 
K60 122.244 8.635 57.125 4.204 32.969 1.904 
E61 117.003 7.577 53.325 4.764 30.444 1.836/2.029 
P62   64 4.133 31.999 2.296 
A63 131.986 11.159 51.326 4.813 23.078 1.256 
R64 121.466 8.344 55.056 5.028 30.584 1.727/1.955 
V65 125.25 8.865 60.06 5.107 36.278 1.582 
Q66 126.437 8.378 53.728  29.32  
L67 128.359 8.8 54.592 5.28 44.93 0.68/0.97 
Y68 127.615 9.374 57.207 5.033 40.861 2.851/2.623 
S69 116.76 8.643 56.271 5.148 65.45 3.235/3.963 
D70 126.057 9.077 53.84 5.122 40.92 2.875/2.486 
S71 114.188 8.425 57.129  62.715  
A72 135.107 8.991 55.126 3.95 18.418 1.486 
Y73 118.228 8.266 60.529  39.642  
L74 115.828 7.842 57.23 4.192 42.837 1.342/1.843 
V75 114.861 8.225 68.095 2.956 31.508 1.907 
N76 117.496 9.075 55.804 4.087 36.979 2.195 
A77 119.414 6.576 55.336 3.474 19.775 1.13 
M78 112.101 6.952 54.927 3.931 29.198  
N79 119.624 8.668 54.412 4.124 37.155 3.174/2.325 
E80 116.14 8.03 55.348 4.321 28.713 1.948/1.298 
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G81 104.135 6.951 46.047 3.527   
W82 119.427 6.844 58.166 3.657 28.14 2.036/1.831 
L83 117.117 7.24 58.154 3.391 40.376 1.516/0.788 
K84 114.133 7.175 59.019 3.626 31.964 1.561 
R85 118.83 6.933 59.241 3.798 29.906 1.688 
W86 121.844 8.552 57.78 4.01 29.193 3.429/3.245 
V87 117.66 7.682 65.754 2.484 31.478 1.639 
K88 119.735 7.133 57.838 4.083 32.63 1.776 
N89 117.074 7.769 52.109 4.821 39.236 2.848/2.93 
G90 108.147 7.759 47.087 3.551   
W91 114.787 8.753 58.107 3.465 25.311 3.226/3.456 
K92 117.441 7.304 53.84 5.084 36.43 1.648/1.465 
T93 111 8.971 60.352 4.368 71.728 4.604 
A94 124.258 8.977 54.541 4.143 18.197 1.415 
A95 118.727 7.594 51.7 4.356 17.931 1.276 
K96 112.823 8.16 57.499 3.586 28.725 2.118/1.925 
K97 118.513 7.065 52.998 4.737 32.595 1.504/1.758 
P98   63.267 3.549 31.823 2.227 
V99 124.716 7.647 62.889 3.314 32.729 1.395 
E100 124.657 8.097 56.073 4.246 31.063 1.967 
N101 112.122 8.927 54.553 4.121 37.237 2.334 
I102 118.923 8.009 66.034 3.136 38.008 1.362 
D103 115.741 8.399 56.225 3.954 38.172 2.409/2.694 
L104 119.694 7.285 56.201 4.064 40.663 1.467/0.962 
W105 121.485 8.431 60.609 4.867 31.262 3.661/3.076 
Q106 116.76 8.738 60.001 4.296 27.825 2.489/2.078 
E107 120.301 7.196 58.809 4.286 28.62 2.049/2.162 
I108 120.939 8.323 65.017 3.739 36.886 2.343 
L109 124.382 8.902 58.668 3.995 42.042 2.05/1.928 
K110 119.743 7.501 60.036 4.051 32.42 2.02 
L111 121.116 8.663 58.528 4.157 43.691 1.945/1.552 
T112 106.419 8.408 63.267 3.549 69.051 4.151/4.205 
T113 116.188 7.353 64.69 4.377 69.168 4.311 
L114 123.951 7.182 57.663 3.986 43.854 1.39/1.692 
H115 115.814 7.482 54.681 4.931 33.682 2.64/2.87 
R116 120.551 8.301 54.541 4.732 30.338 1.85/1.717 
V117 128.522 9.676 61.089 4.699 33.495 1.912 
T118 124.421 8.531 61.568 5.28 69.975 3.959 
F119 126.069 9.457 58.072 4.135 41.048 2.571/3.114 
H120 120.737 9.155 53.816 4.623 31.753 2.853/2.312 
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K121 124.82 9.028 54.611 5.195 33.413 1.986/1.663 
V122 126.081 8.369 60.633 4.522 33.296 2.069 
K123 126.112 8.827 57.733 4.164 32.01 1.885 
G124 107.219 7.794 45.015    
H125 116.945 8.568 57.452 4.325 27.93 3.155/3.268 
S126 111.3 7.832 57.979 4.412 63.31 3.703 
D127 121.181 7.845 56.108 4.282 42.405 2.732/2.622 
N128 111.948 7.547 51.852 4.843 39.563 2.682/2.803 
P129   64.912 4.252 31.893 2.242/1.858 
Y130 122.89 8.011 58.879 4.084 34.594 1.337/1.929 
N131 119.391 9.017 58.867 3.951 39.493 3.14/2.407 
S132 113.49 7.619     
R133 122.031 7.297 56.628 3.972 28.5  
A134 123.271 8.258 56.377 3.857 16.577 1.505 
D135 116.872 8.05 57.23 4.206 41.89 2.52/2.461 
E136 120.633 8.004 59.545 3.764 29.73 2.195/2.124 
L137 118.7 8.559 57.78 3.815 42.89  
A138 123.206 7.757 55.699 3.684 17.931 1.276 
R139 114.734 8.016 59.588  29.532  
L140 123.546 8.782 57.511 3.982 41.61 1.698/1.44 
A141 121.84 7.55 55.056 3.938 17.931 1.276 
I142 115.819 7.047 65.613 3.571 38.897 1.801 
K143 121.934 7.8 59.405 3.839 32.724 1.845 
E144 116.355 8.489 57.897 3.999 29.38 1.858 
N145 116.192 6.962 53.302 4.536 39.844 1.489/2.053 
S146 120.301 7.196 60.714 4.252 65.087 3.823 
Table 4.2: CtRNHI* Chemical Shifts 
NMR Chemical Shifts in ppm for N, H, Cα, Hα, Cβ, and Hβ atoms of CtRNHI*. Blank spaces 
indicate no assignment of the atom for that residue either because its peak was indistinguishable 
or not applicable to that residue. 
 
Residue Cγ Hγ     
E34 36.582 2.113/2.299     
E48 34.98 2.229     
E57 36.757 2.211/2.601     
E61 35.46 2.14     
E80 35.565 2.008     
E100 36.594 2.221     
E107 34.489 2.403     
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E136 36.103 2.062     
E144 35.904 2.313/2.192     
       
 Cγ1 Hγ1 Cδ1 Hδ1 Cγ2 Hγ2 
I5 28.222 1.114/1.334 13.209 0.581 17.267 0.729 
I7 27.38 1.442/0.884 13.969 0.451 17.033 0.717 
I35 26.597 1.774/1.066 14.11 0.812 19.336 1.06 
I53 30.923 1.543/0.553 15.945 0.734 16.67 0.574 
I102 28.824 1.212/0.406 14.402 0.651 15.408 -0.039 
I108 30.105 1.522/1.101 12.134 0.619 17.758 1.113 
I142 28.643 1.833/0.572 14.133 0.775 17.395 0.772 
       
 Cγ Hγ Cδ Hδ Cε Hε 
K19 25.977 1.636 29.719 1.798 42.755 3.135 
K33 24.937 1.493/1.304 29.064 1.447 42.019 2.834 
K54 23.183 0.525/-0.536 27.392 1.206/1.340 42.346 2.673/2.558 
K60 24.785 1.492 28.924 1.611 42.194 2.933 
K84 25.264 1.22/1.337 29.052 1.544 42.03 2.881 
K88 24.761 1.435 29.157 1.637 42.147 2.958 
K92 24.738 1.148 28.853 1.341 42.089 2.949 
K96 25.176 1.296 28.947 1.6 42.136 2.919 
K97 24.633 1.267/1.361 29.122 1.589 42.089 2.905 
K110 24.896 1.622/1.327 29.263 1.689 42.042 2.927 
K121 24.837 1.642 29.134 1.796 42.112 2.976 
K123 24.931 1.516 29.333 1.704 42.042 3.012 
K143 24.709 1.344/1.423 28.853 1.578 42.089 2.895 
       
 Cγ Hγ Cδ1 Hδ1 Cδ2 Hδ2 
L25 29.684 1.681 24.831 1 26.223 0.959 
L26 30.151 1.584 27.661 0.862 24.995 0.843 
L49 27.17 1.2 24.668 0.119 23.078 -0.194 
L56 27.345 1.552 25.03 0.87 23.604 0.851 
L59 25.849 1.653 23.346 0.608 25.884 0.222 
L67 28.947 1.475 26.644 0.601 24.001 0.821 
L74 27.357 1.188 25.977 0.748 22.914 0.737 
L83 27.503 1.369 24.989 1.053 26.486 0.977 
L104 26.655 1.542 21.143 0.492 27.404 0.655 
L109 27.257 1.757 25.55 0.704 24.299 0.514 
L111 27.696 1.049 22.481 0.91   
L114 26.474 0.723 25.27 0.575 23.645 0.723 
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L137 26.719      
L140 26.854 1.645 24.656 0.772 23.405 0.776 
       
 Nδ2 Hδ2     
N16 111.98 6.778/7.531     
N44 108.62 7.463/6.615     
N45 109.23 6.573/6.974     
N76 110.69 6.997/7.486     
N79 117.9 8.473/8.303     
N89 109.91 7.233/6.969     
N101 115.34 7.246/7.329     
N128 113.64 6.894/7.739     
N131 107.19 7.886/6.71     
N145 117.61 6.959/7.665     
       
 Cγ Hγ Cδ Hδ   
P17 24.025 1.847/1.785 50.25 3.488   
P40 26.375 2.01/1.820 50.846 3.209/3.610   
P62 27.93 2.089 50.309 3.567   
P98 28.023 1.938 50.472 3.834/3.753   
P129 27.275 1.977 50.145 3.562/3.646   
       
 Nε2 Hε2 Cγ Hγ   
Q66 111.23 6.833/7.269     
Q106 109.03 6.606/6.144 32.069 2.429/2.376   
       
 Cγ Hγ Cδ Hδ   
R32 26.544 1.521 44.147 3.136   
R46       
R64 28.041 1.554 43.492 3.136   
R85 27.199 1.429/1.540 43.492 2.781/2.914   
R116 26.731 1.641/1.854 43.387 3.19/3.546   
R133       
       
 Cγ2 Hγ2     
T4 22.049 1.16     
T6 22.306 1.103     
T9 22.972 0.974     
T42 18.237 1.217     
T43 21.885 1.132     
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T93 21.774 0.929     
T112 22.171 1.278     
T113 21.026 1.252     
T118 21.651 0.901     
       
 Cγ1 Hγ1 Cγ2 Hγ2   
V65 21.44 0.578 21.394 0.457   
V75 22.23 0.832 23.493 0.997   
V87 20.646 0.745 22.92 0.619   
V99 20.435 0.195 20.926 -0.118   
V117 22.657 -0.08 22.914 0.674   
V122 22.288 1.094 19.858 0.907   
       
 Nε Hε     
W22 129.18 10.396     
W82 130.07 10.333     
W86 126.87 9.234     
W91 128.11 10.172     
W105 126.77 9.725     
Table 4.3: CtRNHI* Side Chain Chemical Shifts 
NMR Chemical Shifts in ppm for side chain atoms of CtRNHI*. Blank spaces indicate no 
assignment of the atom for that residue either because its peak was indistinguishable or not 
applicable to that residue. 
 
Residue N (ppm) H (ppm) 
E2 119.784 8.732 
K3 122.917 8.772 
T4 117.734 8.249 
I5 128.464 8.827 
T6 123.851 8.25 
I7 124.985 8.973 
Y8 127.804 9.25 
T9 111.593 8.542 
D10 118.319 8.769 
G11 107.477 8.308 
A12 122.047 8.928 
A13 119.205 8.396 
S14 115.791 9.033 
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G15 107.71 7.438 
N16 116.106 8.356 
P17   
G18 106.295 8.873 
K19 120.611 8.165 
G20 110.153 9.263 
G21 105.142 8.784 
W22 116.202 8.212 
G23 105.543 9.164 
A24 122.767 9.301 
L25 122.853 9.118 
L26 125.391 9.413 
M27 121.309 9.336 
Y28 123.252 8.052 
G29 114.636 8.859 
S30 120.666 8.708 
S31 117.728 8.118 
R32 123.175 8.552 
K33 125.165 9.141 
E34 124.108 8.713 
I35 118.694 9.004 
S36 112.988 7.876 
G37 104.535 6.583 
Y38 117.223 8.007 
D39 130.354 8.27 
P40   
A41 123.99 8.358 
T42 122.612 9.549 
T43 107.194 8.35 
N44 120.924 9.166 
N45 116.072 8.693 
R46 117.189 7.537 
M47 117.363 7.813 
E48 119.655 8.341 
L49 117.135 7.488 
M50 119.349 8.78 
A51 118.672 8.048 
A52 115.614 6.581 
I53 118.005 8.066 
K54 117.114 8.5 
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G55 105.754 7.926 
L56 117.32 7.786 
E57 119.818 9.035 
A58 118.769 7.12 
L59 118.061 6.996 
K60 122.252 8.636 
E61 117.027 7.575 
P62   
A63 131.982 11.16 
R64 121.461 8.347 
V65 125.244 8.868 
Q66 126.439 8.381 
L67 128.346 8.797 
Y68 127.61 9.373 
S69 116.777 8.645 
D70 126.065 9.081 
S71 114.194 8.426 
A72 135.087 8.994 
Y73 118.202 8.257 
L74 115.835 7.84 
V75 114.863 8.218 
N76 117.48 9.067 
A77 119.321 6.556 
M78 112.096 6.952 
N79 119.7 8.667 
E80 116.127 8.03 
G81 104.211 6.964 
W82 119.271 6.906 
L83 117.061 7.298 
K84 114.39 7.245 
R85 118.532 6.953 
W86 120.878 8.539 
V87 118.244 7.694 
K88 120.351 7.198 
R89 116.736 7.49 
G90 108.997 7.801 
W91 113.129 8.551 
K92 116.933 6.796 
T93 110.525 8.883 
A94 124.313 9.042 
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A95 118.938 7.637 
K96 113.002 8.15 
K97 118.547 7.082 
P98   
V99 123.782 7.536 
E100 124.814 8.122 
N101 112.546 8.966 
I102 118.791 7.96 
D103 115.893 8.397 
L104 119.629 7.281 
W105 121.335 8.429 
Q106 116.784 8.709 
E107 120.068 7.183 
I108 120.876 8.32 
L109 124.349 8.898 
K110 119.784 7.507 
L111 121.105 8.673 
T112 106.412 8.409 
T113 116.187 7.358 
L114 123.95 7.185 
H115 115.815 7.486 
R116 120.552 8.304 
V117 128.512 9.678 
T118 124.425 8.533 
F119 126.062 9.448 
H120 120.714 9.153 
K121 124.82 9.027 
V122 126.064 8.373 
K123 126.095 8.827 
G124 107.208 7.795 
H125 116.94 8.57 
S126 111.292 7.834 
D127 121.176 7.846 
N128 111.945 7.549 
P129   
Y130 122.889 8.016 
N131 119.389 9.023 
S132 113.488 7.621 
R133 122.036 7.299 
A134 123.258 8.26 
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D135 116.873 8.051 
E136 120.632 8.006 
L137 118.693 8.56 
A138 123.204 7.76 
R139 114.736 8.018 
L140 123.538 8.782 
A141 121.837 7.552 
I142 115.821 7.05 
K143 121.933 7.802 
E144 116.348 8.49 
N145 116.187 6.965 
S146 120.351 7.198 
Table 4.4: N89R CtRNHI* Backbone Chemical Shifts 
NMR Chemical Shifts in ppm for the backbone N and H atoms of N89R CtRNHI*. Blank spaces 
indicate no assignment of the atom for that residue either because its peak was indistinguishable 
or not applicable to that residue. 
 
Overlaid 15N (Figure 4.4) and 13C HSQCs (Figure 4.5) show that the structural changes 
caused by the mutation are localized to the handle region. Specifically, K91 (N88’s interaction 
partner), V98 and I101 are the most perturbed consistent with previous research (Chapter 3) that 
strongly suggests these interactions have concerted movements. 
 





Figure 4.4: Wt. vs. N89R CtRNHI* Backbone Comparisons 
A.) Overlaid 15N HSQC NMR spectra of Wt. (black) & N89R CtRNHI* (red). Labeled peaks are 
for Wt. CtRNHI*. B.) Weighted chemical shift differences of the spectra in A. 





Figure 4.5: Wt. vs. N89R CtRNHI* Side Chain Comparisons 
Overlaid 13C HSQC NMR spectrums spectra of Wt. (black) and N89R CtRNHI* (red). Labeled 
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 When the two variants are compared in terms of 1-bond coupling differences (Δ1JNH), a 
broad effect is seen throughout the protein (Figure 4.6). This is consistent with studies that have 
shown the dynamics of the handle region are correlated with structural elements throughout the 
protein.6-7 These results further emphasize the importance of residue 88 to handle region 
dynamics and the effect it has on the overall bonding network of the protein’s backbone. In 
regard to conformer states, initial data suggests that both Wt. and N89R CtRNHI* might be 
closed. First, 15N NOESY HSQCs of both enzymes indicate that T92 N-H may not be spatially 
close (> ~5 Å) to V98 Hγ1 (Figure 4.7)-indicators of closed enzymes (Figure 3.15). Next, the χ1 
rotamers of V98 & I101 for both variants are predominantly in the trans state (Table 4.5)-more 
features of closed enzymes (Figures 3.17 and 3.18). These data combined with its crystal 
structure handle distance are all consistent with that of a closed state (Chapter 3). 
 
 
Figure 4.6: Wt. vs. N89R CtRNHI* Significant 1JNH Coupling Differences 
Significant 1JNH coupling differences between Wt. and N89R CtRNHI* spectra. Differences and 
propagated standard errors were calculated between the respective residues of the spectra and 
those residues with a Δ1JNH ≥ | 1.6 Hz | and showing 3 or greater Z-scores of standard errors and 
variances between the protein pair are displayed. The residues from the table on the left are 
mapped onto the crystal structure on the right in red. 




Figure 4.7: 15N NOESY HSQCs of Wt. & N89R CtRNHI*. 
15N NOESY HSQCs were recorded for Wt. and N89R CtRNHI* samples. Spectra are displayed 
in NMRFAM-SPARKY of all amide hydrogen resonances that are spatially close (< ~ 5 Å) to 
the respective sidechain protons of V98 (EcRNHI numbering). Intensities scale with the 
proximity of the resonances to the sidechain protons (A) CtRNHI* NOESY profile of V98Hγ1 
atom (B) N89R CtRNHI* NOESY profile of V98Hγ1 atom. 
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Protein Residue Trans G+ G- 
CtRNHI* V98 0.748 0.000 0.252 
 I101 0.777 0.120 0.103 
N89R CtRNHI* V98 0.709 0.000 0.291 
 I101 0.717 0.163 0.120 
 
Table 4.5: Wt. and N89R CtRNHI* Side Chain Rotamers of V98 & I101 
V98 & I101 Side Chain (χ1) rotamers (EcRNHI numbering) of Wt. and N89R CtRNHI* 
calculated from 3J scalar coupling constants as outlined in Material and Methods (Chapter 2). 
 
 RDCs for both enzymes were also measured to further characterize handle region 
dynamics. Experimental RDCs of CtRNHI* have a subpar agreement with fitted values to its 
crystal structure (Figure 4.8A). The agreement increases when flexible regions with missing 
residues in the crystal structure (N & C terminal, handle region, histidine containing loop) are 
excluded from the comparison (Figure 4.8B); surprisingly, though, handle region residues are 
fitted moderately well to the crystal structure (Figure 4.8C). No suitable in silico structure fits 
well to the RDCs of N89R CtRNHI*, which complicates interpreting its RDCs.  
The experimental RDCs of EcRNHI* and its handle region mutant V98A EcRNHI* fit 
well to its respective structures (Figure 3.13), however, and can be used as a reference for 
preliminary analysis of N89R CtRNHI*’s RDCs until an adequate structure is found. When its 
non-normalized RDCs are compared to CtRNHI* (Figure 4.8D), there is a slightly higher 
correlation than V98A EcRNHI* compared to EcRNHI* (Figure 4.8G). For reference, Wt. and 
V98A EcRNHI (in silico structure) have an overall Cα-RMSD of 1.19 Å and 0.92 Å for its 
handle regions. The correlation between Wt. and N89R CtRNHI* is much higher when flexible 
regions are excluded (Figure 4.8E & 4.8H respectively), but Wt. and V98A EcRNHI* (Figure 
4.8I) have a much higher correlation in their handle region RDCs (Figure 4.8F). 






Figure 4.8: Multiple Comparisons of CtRNHI* Experimental RDCs 
Experimental RDCs (Hz) of CtRNHI* plotted along the x-axis against A.) best fitted RDCs of its 
crystal structure (3H08). B.) same as A but excluding the handle region, histidine containing 
loop, N & C-terminal. C.) same as previous but only the handle region. D.) N89R CtRNHI* 
RDCs (both not normalized) E.) same as B but for N89R CtRNHI* F.) same as C but for N89R 
CtRNHI*. G-I are respectively the same as D-F but for Wt. vs V98A EcRNHI*. The slope, 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and Quality Q score are reported. 
 
 Qualitatively what these RDC data tells us is that the handle region in the crystal 
structure of CtRNHI* may differ from the one in solution. Also, that the major effect of the 
N89R mutation is local, consistent with chemical shift data. According to MD simulations, the 
N89R mutation is supposed to cause a major shift in handle distance populations when 
accompanied by additional mutations (dG80, G95K, I101V);3 the additional mutations are all 
native features of Wt. EcRNHI. In terms of conformer shifts caused by N89R, experimental 
results are inconclusive. Isotropic chemical shifts, 15N NOESY, and 3J scalar coupling data 
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suggests the enzymes are of the same state, while RDC data suggests backbone orientation 
changes in the handle region greater than the V98A mutation; it must be noted that the larger 
orientation change may not necessarily be a shift in conformers but perhaps rearrangement to 
accommodate the sterically unfavorable arginine. MD simulations are currently underway to 
obtain an in silico structure that best models the experimental RDCs of N89R CtRNHI*.  
MD simulations for Wt. CtRNHI exist3 and were probed to obtain a more representative 
picture of CtRNHI*’s RDCs. Briefly, the experimental RDCs were fitted to the 100 ns trajectory 
simulations at 300 K to see which frame best fit the RDCs. The best fitted frame (lowest average 
Quality Q score) was determined by fitting the experimental RDCs with (Figure 4.9A) and 
without the flexible regions (Figure 4.9B). The Q score in each case improved in comparison to 
the crystal structure (3H08), which might indicate that the structure and not the experimental 
RDCs was the reason for subpar agreement.   
 
Figure 4.9: CtRNHI* Experimental vs Best Fit RDCs 
Experimental RDCs (Hz) of CtRNHI* plotted along the x-axis against a.) best fitted RDCs of a 
frame in its 100 ns MD trajectory that produced the lowest Quality Q Score b.) same as A but 
excluding the handle region, histidine containing loop, N & C terminal. c.) same as previous but 
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Weighted conformer scores were calculated as previously (Equation 3.1) from residue 
101 trans%, T92 N-H and W85 Nε1-Hε1 RDCs (Table 4.6). The weighted conformer score of 
CtRNHI (0.47) is intermediate that of V98A EcRNHI (0.41) and TtRNHI (0.63). If CtRNHI 
handle region dynamics are similar to the other 4 homologs surveyed, then it would have a 
predicted Michaelis constant (KM) that is approximately 4.82 (± 0.4) fold greater than Wt. 
EcRNHI. It’s ordering amongst homologs with its predicted activity is displayed in Figure 4.10. 
Confirmation of this prediction by measuring a KM in/near this range would serve as further 
validation of the weighted conformer model. Also, it would strengthen confidence in future de 
novo estimates of the enzymatic activities of RNHI homologs using the NMR observables 
employed in this model.  
 
 
Protein T92 RDC (Hz) W85 RDC (Hz) Trans% WCS KM ratio 
Wt. EcRNHI -1.47 (0.66) 3.61 (5.07) 0.11 0.21 1.00 
V98A EcRNHI -3.57 (-3.77) -0.87 (-3.01) 0.43 0.41 3.73 
SoRNHI (-3.09) -0.67 (-7.87) 0.16 0.33 2.73 
TtRNHI -8.21 (-6.27) (-4.86) 0.85 0.63 7.36 
CtRNHI -3.70 (-2.51) 0.02 (5.09) 0.78 0.47 4.82* 
      
Table 4.6: Weighted Conformer Scores and Associated Data of RNHI homologs 
Same as Table 3.3 but appended to include CtRNHI data, average trans % of residue 101, and the 
weighted conformer scores for each homolog. Based off CtRNHI’s weighted conformer score an 
estimate of its KM ratio (prediction indicated by asterisk) to Wt. EcRNHI was back calculated 
from the fit of Figure 3.19D. 




Figure 4.10: Weighted Conformer Score vs. KM ratio with CtRNHI prediction 
Same as Figure 3.19D but appended to include the weighted conformer score of CtRNHI and its 
predicted KM ratio from Table 4.6. Error bars represent upper and lower limit predictions of the 
KM ratio when 1 standard error is added to each experimental metric. 
 
To understand structurally what is happening, we go back to the best-fitted in silico frame 
of CtRNHI (BF CtRNHI). A close up of the handle region of BF CtRNHI (Figure 4.11) shows 
the side chain of N88 (EcRNHI numbering) making two hydrogen bonds with the backbone of 
K91 (as noted previously)3 and none with T92. It’s handle distance is 7.4 Å, intermediate of 
EcRNHI (7.8 Å) and TtRNHI (6.5 Å). The ordering of handle distances for BF CtRNHI is thus 
the same as the weighted conformer scores (and subsequently assumed KM ratios). We must 
make sure the asparagine at residue 88, however, follows similar dynamics as was shown for 
arginine in the previous chapter before any further assumptions/conclusions can be made. As 
done previously, comparison of these results with other homologs can help to describe what is 
going on. 




Figure 4.11: N89 Interaction of BF CtRNHI 
Handle region close up of BF CtRNHI (lowest Quality Q Score to experimental RDCs). N88’s 
sidechain Nδ2-Hδ2 and Oδ1 forms hydrogen bonds with K91 O and K91 N-H respectively. Its 
side chains are out of the range to interact with T92 O. The handle distance (7.4 Å) indicates that 
it is closed but its value is closer to EcRNHI (7.8 Å) than that of TtRNHI (6.5 Å). Numbering is 
according to EcRNHI. 
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4.3 Other Asparagine 88 homologs/mutants 
4.3.1 HsRNHI 
The other homolog that naturally contains asparagine at residue 88 is HsRNHI. MD 
simulations suggest that its handle region dynamics is similar to CtRNHI.3 A closeup of the 
handle region of HsRNHI (2QK9) supports this claim; an overlay of BF CtRNHI and HsRNHI 
show similar architecture (Figure 4.12). The handle regions have a Cα-RMSD of 1.19 Å. The 
main perturbations occur at the end of the handle loop (after V98). When the end of the handle 
loop is excluded from alignment, the Cα-RMSD reduces to 0.721 Å. Noticeable differences are 
observed in the superposition. First the hydrogen bond between N88 and K91 is longer in 
HsRNHI (2.4 Å to 1.8 Å). Next the distance between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O is also larger (5.1 
Å to 4.6 Å). These differences may account for why HsRNHI is more open (7.8 Å) than BF 
CtRNHI (7.4 Å).    
          
Figure 4.12: N88 Interactions of HsRNHI 
Left: Handle region close up of HsRNHI:2QK9. N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and Oδ1 forms hydrogen bonds 
with K91 O and K91 N-H respectively. Its side chains are out of the range to interact with T92 
O. Its handle distance (7.8 Å) is at the midpoint of conformer states. Right: Overlay of HsRNHI 
(cyan) and BF CtRNHI (green) handle regions. The overall architecture of asparagine 88’s 
interaction with K91 and T92 remains the same. Numbering is according to EcRNHI. 
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4.3.2 6X SoRNHI 
Structural analysis of a sextuple, thermostable mutant of SoRNHI (6X SoRNHI)8 offers 
further insight into N88’s handle region interactions. 6X SoRNHI has a combination of 6 
mutations-EcRNHI numbering-(N27K, D37G, M74V, K88N, R95G, and D134H) which 
increases its thermostability by 28.8 K and decreases its relative activity to 43% of the wildtype 
enzyme. Despite these effects, the overall structure of 6X SoRNHI (PDB ID: 2ZQB) remains the 
same outside of the mutation sites. The 4 monomers in its unit cell have an all Cα-RMSD to Wt. 
SoRNHI in the range of 0.653-1.062 Å (Table 4.7). The handle region for each monomer is also 
structurally similar to its wildtype counterpart; contrasting the RDC results of N89R CtRNHI 
which suggests major orientation changes are taking place. Monomer A is the closest 
representation, having the fewest geometric outliers and a Cα-RMSD of 0.357 Å. 
 
 
Table 4.7: Comparison of Handle region metrics between Wt. & 6X SoRNHI 
Handle region metrics and structural comparison of Wt. SoRNHI with each monomer of 6X 
SoRNHI. Both the overall structure and the handle region of each monomer was aligned to Wt. 
SoRNHI and the Cα-RMSDs are reported. Handle region geometric outliers are also reported in 
the last column. The format goes as follows- number of residues in the handle region with 
Geometric Outliers:          ≥ 3 | = 2 | = 1. 
 
These findings suggest the mutations act independently of one another. This is consistent 
with an earlier, parallel study of a quintuplet, thermostable EcRNHI mutant (5X EcRNHI: G23A, 
H62P, V74L, K95G, D134H) that showed the structure at its mutation site is almost identical to 
the respective site for the single mutant variants.9 A comparison of Wt. and 5X EcRNHI’s 15N 
W85 Ca : T92 Ca (Å)V98 c1 (°) V101 c1 (°) All Ca-RMSD (Å) HR Ca-RMSD (Å) HR Outliers
Wt. SoRNHI 2E4L 7.5 161.2 55.4 0|1|4
6x SoRNHI 2ZQB:A 6.8 175 74.2 0.653 0.357 0|2|3
2ZQB:B 7.6 -43.4 53.9 0.926 0.904 1|2|4
2ZQB:C 6.7 173.9 70 0.906 0.608 0|1|6
2ZQB:D 7.4 172.6 70.3 1.062 0.817 1|3|3
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and 1H chemical shifts show that 101/146 shifts show small perturbations (within 0.1 ppm1H and 
1.0 ppm15N ~ Weighted Chemical Shift = 0.37 ppm).10 Outside of the mutation site (D94-K96), 
the handle region is amongst these small perturbations. This is complemented by an overlay of 
K95G EcRNHI (PDB ID: 1RBT) and Wt. EcRNHI (PDB ID: 2RN2) which gives an overall Cα-
RMSD of 0.160 Å. All in all, these data allow us to look at the mutation site of K88N in 6X 
SoRNHI and with reasonable certainty make assessments that the interactions surrounding it are 
primarily the effect of that mutation.  
When looking at the interactions of the sextuplet mutant at this site, the behavior mirrors 
that of R88’s backbone interaction with T92 in Chapter 3 (Figure 4.13). Monomers A and C has 
N88’s sidechain pointing downwards and interacting with the backbones of M91 & T92; 
according to their handle region metrics (Table 4.7), they would be considered closed (6.8 and 
6.7 Å respectively). Monomer B has N88’s side chain pointing away from the backbones of M91 
& T92; its handle region metrics would classify it as the most open structure (7.6 Å). Monomer 
D has N88’s side chain pointing downwards and interacting with M91 O but not with T92 O. 
This circumstance is nearly identical to BF CtRNHI and HsRNHI; the main difference being its 
hydrogen bond with M91 O is longer and N88 Oδ1 does not form a hydrogen bond with M91 N-
H. Nonetheless, Monomer D appears to be in a transition state from closed to open; its metrics 
are characteristic of a closed structure, but its handle distance (7.4 Å) is closer to that of 
Monomer B (7.6 Å) than A and C (6.8 and 6.7 Å respectively).  




Figure 4.13: N88 Interactions of 6X SoRNHI 
Handle region close up of each monomer (labeled accordingly) of 6X SoRNHI (2ZQB). A.) 
N88’s sidechain Nδ2-Hδ2 points down and forms hydrogen bonds with M91 O (2.9 Å and 139°) 
and T92 O (3.7 Å and 102°) respectively. B.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 points up and is out of the range to 
interact with M91 O (5.5 Å and 37°) and T92 O (5.8 Å and 52°). C.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 points down 
and forms two hydrogen bonds with M91 O (2.4 Å and 170°) and T92 O (2.5 Å and 115°). D.) 
N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 points down and forms a hydrogen bond with M91 O (3.3 Å and 146°) and is out 
of range to interact with T92 O (5.5 Å and 49°).  
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A matrix of Cα-RMSDs for the 4 monomers show that monomers B and D are most alike 
overall (Figure 4.14A) and in their handle regions (Figure 4.14B). An overlay of all 4 monomers 
(Figure 4.14C) show high structural similarity. One can imagine each monomer representing a 
transition of a handle region conformer. The process might begin with the most closed monomer 
(C: 6.7 Å) and N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 stabilizing this state by forming two hydrogen bonds with M91 O 
and T92 O. Next, the hydrogen bonds would remain, but weaken (Monomer A) and become 
slightly less closed (6.8 Å). The hydrogen bonds would further weaken and fully break between 
N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O entering a transition from closed to open (Monomer D: 7.4 Å). Lastly 
the hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and M91 O would break too, as N88 points its 
sidechain away from the backbone of both residues thus positioning itself to achieve the open 
state (Monomer B: 7.6 Å). In summary the handle region conformations would go from the most 




Figure 4.14: Structural Comparisons of 6X SoRNHI monomers 
a.) Matrix of Cα-RMSDs (Å) for the overall structure of each 6X SoRNHI (2ZQB) monomer. b.) 
same as A but for the handle region c.) Overlay of all 4 monomers of 6X SoRNHI. Orange is 
monomer A, red is monomer C, cyan is monomer B, and green is monomer D. 
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These transitions make sense considering the in silico 2-state Kinetic model3 (Figure 1.7). 
It also is logical considering that these two monomers have the most dissimilar handle regions at 
1.08 Å Cα-RMSD (Figure 4.14B); the intermediate states (monomer A and D) also align well in 
this model according to their handle region structural similarity. It must be noted that the 
hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and K91 O in BF CtRNHI and HsRNHI does not break. 
This might be due to the extra hydrogen bond between N88 Oδ1 and K91 N-H present in these 
structures and not in 6X SoRNHI. This difference might be an artifact from the K95G mutation 
of 6X SoRNHI or an intentional mechanism that K88N SoRNHI is using to freely explore both 
conformers. MD simulations of K88N SoRNHI show both situations occurring relatively equally 
(57:43%-presence to absence of hydrogen bond) (Figure 4.15A); when N88 Oδ1 and M91 N-H 
forms a hydrogen bond, there is a slight shift to more closed handle distances (Figure 4.15B). 
 
 
Figure 4.15: N88 Sidechain interactions of K88N SoRNHI in silico 
A.) The distance (Å) from N88 Oδ1 to M91 HN was plotted for a 100 ns MD trajectory of K88N 
SoRNHI at 300 K B.) Frames from A were separated by hydrogen bonding (VMD H_Bond 
plugin: 4.0 Å and 120° cutoff ) and the handle distance of each distribution (Hydrogen bonded 
frames:blue and non-hydrogen bonded frames:red) is plotted. 
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Regardless, each homolog’s handle distance is heavily correlated with N88 Nδ2-Hδ2’s 
interaction with T92 O (Figure 4.16). MD simulations on N88 homologs/mutants supplement 
this correlation, showing that this interaction can be separated into discrete distributions defined 
by the handle distance metric (Figure 4.17). As expected, shorter interaction distances are seen in 
the closed frames of R88N EcRNHI and K88N SoRNHI (Figures 4.17A & B respectively). 
Shifts for CtRNHI and HsRNHI (Figures 4.17C & D respectively) are more subtle, consistent 
with previous data that shows in silico its handle distance remains relatively stable over various 
temperatures and timescales;3 therefore the interactions that modulate this distance should as 
well. However, while subtle, the shifts follow the trends of the other homologs-shorter 
interaction distances = greater probability of closed conformer. Overall, these findings are 
consistent with claims in the previous chapter that found residue R88’s interaction with T92’s 
backbone was able to be characterized by the handle distance metric and shorter interaction 
distances were more prevalent in closed conformations (Figure 3.22).   
 
 
Figure 4.16: Asparagine 88 Side Chain Interactions vs Handle Distance 
A.) Distance (Å) from asparagine 88’s side chain (Nδ2-Hδ2) to the backbone of T92 (O) plotted 
against the handle distance metric for BF CtRNHI, HsRNHI (2QK9) and R88N EcRNHI. B.) 
same as A but for the 4 monomers of 6X SoRNHI (2ZQB) C.) A and B combined. 
 




Figure 4.17: T92 Backbone Distance Profiles of its interactions with N88’s side chain. 
100 ns MD simulations at 300 K were separated by the handle distance metric (Closed:blue, 
Open:red) and the distance (Å) from N88’s side chain (Nδ2-Hδ2) to the backbone of T92 (O) 
was plotted for A.) R88N EcRNHI B.) K88N SoRNHI C.) CtRNHI D.) HsRNHI.  
 
4.3.3 R88N EcRNHI 
MD simulations of R88N EcRNHI3 show that its handle distance profile is centered 
around 8.5 Å which suggests that it’s predominantly in the open conformer state (Figure 4.18). 
RDCs of EcRNHI* fit surprisingly well to the in silico structure of R88N EcRNHI (Figure 
4.19A). The fit is much greater (comparable to the wildtype protein) when the handle region is 
excluded (Figure 4.19B), emphasizing previous points that the effect of the mutation is primarily 
local. Astonishingly, though, the handle region of R88N EcRNHI is also fairly fitted by the 
RDCs of EcRNHI* (Figure 4.19C); possibly indicating that less rearrangement of its handle 
region is needed since Wt. EcRNHI is already in the presumed open state-which requires fewer 
interactions to maintain than the closed conformation. This result is consistent with what we see 
of 6X SoRNHI compared to Wt. SoRNHI. Also, it serves as another contrast to the situation that 
is happening with N89R CtRNHI*. Once again, the handle region of CtRNHI* might be 
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optimized for the more thermostable asparagine8 at residue 88, so introducing the sterically less 
favorable arginine (a native feature of EcRNHI & SoRNHI and therefore their handle regions are 
suited to accommodate it) might be the cause of the dissimilar handle regions.   
Moreover, a close up of the handle region of R88N EcRNHI is consistent with the 
architecture of BF CtRNHI and HsRNHI (Figure 4.20); though, the side chain of N88 is further 
from the backbone of T92 O (6.0 Å) leading to the largest observed handle distance (8.8 Å) of 
the asparagine containing homologs/mutants. The R88N mutation in EcRNHI may be working in 
the same manner as in BF CtRNHI, HsRNHI and 6X SoRNHI, but afford greater stabilization to 
the open state of Wt. EcRNHI by eliminating the bulky sidechain of arginine; thus avoiding 
positive charge repulsions with the sidechains of K87 and K95.8 A comparative analysis of the 
NMR observables employed in previous chapters for R88N and Wt. EcRNHI can help discern 
the relative amount of conformer states for each and determine if the asparagine indeed shifts the 




Figure 4.18: R88N EcRNHI Handle Distance Metric Profile 
Revised handle distance metric mapping the distance between the Cα atoms of W85 and T92 
over a 100 ns simulation at 300K for R88N EcRNHI. Green diamond represents the crystal 
structure (2RN2) handle distance of Wt. EcRNHI. 






Figure 4.19: EcRNHI* Experimental RDCs fitted against R88N EcRNHI 
Experimental RDCs (Hz) of EcRNHI* plotted along the x-axis against A.) best fitted RDCs to 
the in silico structure of R88N EcRNHI B.) same as A but excluding the handle region, histidine 
containing loop, N & C-term. C.) same as previous but only the handle region. The slope, 
Pearson’s correlation coefficient (r) and Quality Q score are reported. 




Figure 4.20: N88 Interactions of R88N EcRNHI 
Handle region close up of R88N EcRNHI in silico. Similar to BF CtRNHI and HsRNHI, N88 
Nδ2-Hδ2 and Oδ1 form hydrogen bonds with K91 O and K91 N-H respectively. Its side chains 
are out of the range to interact with T92 O. The handle distance (8.8 Å) represents an open state. 
 
4.4. Revised in silico Kinetic Model 
Observations made on asparagine 88 containing homologs and mutants so far have shown 
that N88’s side chain is involved in 3 hydrogen bonding interactions with the handle loop’s 
backbone (N88 Oδ1: K91 N-H, N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: K91 O, and N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O). If all three 
interactions modulate handle distance as data suggests, then there exist 8 possible handle region 
conformations consisting of the different hydrogen bonding patterns of these three interactions. 
When looking at MD simulations of all the N88 containing RNHI variants discussed so far, no 
immediate significant trends are seen between N88’s sidechain interactions with K91’s backbone 
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(Table 4.8A). However, the presence of a hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O 
results in shorter average handle distances than the absence of one, consistent with data 
presented so far. Trends are also seen across the homologs for the 8 possible combinations of 
N88’s sidechain interactions (Table 4.8B). Ordering of the interactions can be done similarly to 
that of 6X SoRNHI’s monomers, as sequential increase in handle distance results in either the 
loss or gain of an interaction. Interestingly, the ordering results in the first 4 combinations all 
containing a hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O (preferably closed), while the last 
4 do not (preferably open). As such, the combinations can be grouped into proposed closed 
conformers that contain this interaction (Figure 4.21) and open conformers that do not (Figure 
4.22). Each group of combinations is discussed below. 
 
  
Table 4.8: Handle Distance averages of N88 Hydrogen Bonding interactions 
A.) 100 ns MD simulations at 300 K for 4 RNHI homologs and mutants (R88N EcRNHI, K88N 
SoRNHI, CtRNHI, and HsRNHI) were separated respectively by the presence or absence of the 
three hydrogen bonding interactions of N88’s sidechain (N88 Oδ1: K91 N-H, N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: 
K91 O, and N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O); VMD’s H-Bond plugin (4.0 Å and 120° cutoff) was used to 
assess the presence of a hydrogen bond. The handle distance averages (Å) of each group and 
their respective percentages in parenthesis are reported. B.) Same as A but frames were separated 
by all 8 possible combinations of interactions. The acceptor atom of each interaction is shown in 
the column name. 
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4.4.1 Proposed Closed Conformers 
4.4.1.1 Conformer 1 (N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O and N88 Oδ1: K91 N-H) 
 The interaction combination with the smallest average handle distance (5.9 Å) is 
hydrogen bonds being present between N88 Oδ1: K91 N-H and N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O (Figure 
4.21A). This is a rare combination of interactions only being present in K88N SoRNHI at one 
hundredth of a percent of all possible interactions (0.0025% when considering all RNHI variants 
analyzed). This combination of interactions also hasn’t been observed in any of the crystal 
structures analyzed thus far. 
4.4.1.2 Conformer 2 (N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O) 
 The next conformer results from conformer 1 losing its hydrogen bond between N88 Oδ1 
and K91 N-H but retaining the hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O (Figure 
4.21B). This interaction is also rare amongst all combinations (<1%) and has an average handle 
distance in the range of 6.0-6.5 Å. This interaction is one that can be achieved by an arginine as 
well, but through a water mediated hydrogen bond (Chapter 3). 
  4.4.1.3 Conformer 3 (N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O and N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: K91 O) 
 In conformer 3, another hydrogen bond is formed between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and K91 O 
(Figure 4.21C). This duo of interactions is what we see in the case of monomers A and C of 6X 
SoRNHI. Handle distance averages range from 6.3-7.7 Å and this combination is much more 
frequent than the previous two. 
  4.4.1.4 Conformer 4 (All 3 interactions of N88’s sidechain) 
The last of the proposed closed conformers, conformer 4, adds yet another hydrogen 
bond between N88 Oδ1 and K91 N-H (Figure 4.21D). While this trio of interactions is reported 
to have all 3 of the discussed sidechain interactions, the hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 
and T92 O is not optimal; weakly electrostatic at best. The situation is reminiscent of the crystal 
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structure of EcRNHI (2RN2) where T92 O is in position to interact with R88’s sidechain through 
a water mediated hydrogen bond, but K91 O’s hydrogen bond to R88’s sidechain perturbs the 
geometry of this interaction. A similar perturbation is occurring here as well, possibly to aid in 
the transition to open states by losing the hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O. 
Nonetheless, handle distance averages for this trio of interactions range from 7.6-7.9 Å.  
 
Figure 4.21: Proposed Closed Conformers for RNHI homologs 
A randomly selected frame was taken from each of the first 4 interaction groups of Table 4.8B 
from K88N SoRNHI; K88N SoRNHI is the only RNHI variant that populates all 8 interaction 
combinations, hence why it was used but EcRNHI numbering and residue equivalents are used in 
the discussion section. Distances of all 3 potential N88 sidechains are measured and handle 
distances are also displayed for interaction combinations: A.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O and N88 
Oδ1: M91 N-H B.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O C.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O and N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: M91 O 
D.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: T92 O, N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: M91 O, and N88 Oδ1: M91 N-H. 
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4.4.2 Proposed Open Conformers 
4.4.2.1 Conformer 5 (N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: K91 O and N88 Oδ1: K91 N-H) 
 As alluded to in the last of the proposed closed conformers, the first of the trio of 
interactions to break is the hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and T92 O, marking the 
complete transition to open conformations-conformer 5 (Figure 4.22A). The remaining two 
hydrogen bonds (N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: K91 O and N88 Oδ1 and K91 N-H) is the most frequent 
combination of interactions (41.4-93.4%). It is seen in the case of BF CtRNHI, HsRNHI and 
R88N EcRNHI. Its handle distance average ranges from 7.6-8.4 Å. 
4.4.2.2 Conformer 6 (N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: K91 O) 
 From conformer 5, the hydrogen bond between N88 Oδ1 and K91 N-H breaks leaving 
only a hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and K91 O in conformer 6 (Figure 4.22B). This 
case is observed in Monomer D of 6X SoRNHI and is also one that R88 can adopt; we see this 
specifically in the case of EcRNHI (2RN2). Handle distance averages for conformer 6 range 
from 7.3-8.9 Å. 
4.4.2.3 Conformer 7 (No Sidechain interactions) 
 Conformer 7 breaks the last hydrogen bond between N88 Nδ2-Hδ2 and K91 O, thus 
containing no sidechain interactions between N88’s sidechain and the handle loop’s backbone 
(Figure 4.22C). This case is observed in Monomer B of 6X SoRNHI and is yet another 
conformer that R88 may adopt. It appears to be the second most frequent state (1.2-30.6%). Its 
handle distance averages range from 7.8-8.7 Å. 
4.4.2.4 Conformer 8 (N88 Oδ1: K91 N-H) 
The last of the proposed open conformers, conformer 8, adds a hydrogen bond between 
N88 Oδ1 and K91 N-H (Figure 4.22D). It is also a rather rare state (0.5-2.4%) and has the largest 
average handle distances in the range of 8.6-9.2 Å. This conformer also helps to clarify the 
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potential role of N88 Oδ1 in handle region dynamics. As it is present in the most open 
conformer, most closed conformer, and most frequent conformer, it might be used to stabilize the 
backbone interactions of K91 O and T92 O. 
 
Figure 4.22: Proposed Open Conformers for RNHI homologs 
Same as Figure 4.21 but for interaction groups: A.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: M91 O and N88 Oδ1: M91 
N-H B.) N88 Nδ2-Hδ2: M91 O C.) No sidechain interactions D.) N88 Oδ1: M91 N-H. 
 
4.4.3 Consequences of Residue 88’s identity on Handle region dynamics 
4.4.3.1 Asparagine 88  
 Asparagine is a neutrally charged, shorter amino acid than arginine and lysine which 
explains why it affords higher thermostability in the handle region compared to the other two; it 
limits steric hindrance due to charge repulsion and size. This increase in thermostability might 
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help to stabilize the major conformer of the respective enzymes, as is seen in MD simulations of 
CtRNHI and HsRNHI.3 Additionally, the shorter sidechain allows its sidechain to interact easier 
with the backbones of K91 & T92 O, forming combinations of 3 possible hydrogen bonds. The 
presence of a hydrogen bond between N88’s sidechain and T92 O correlates with more closed 
structures and dual interactions with the backbone of K91 O appears to destabilize the hydrogen 
bond with T92 O, promoting more transitions between conformers. A hydrogen bond between 
N88’s sidechain and K91 N-H, appears to do the opposite, however, and respectively stabilizes 
the other backbone interaction. Using the 8 possible combinations of these hydrogen bonds, one 
can explain the potential transitions that an RNHI homolog with asparagine at position 88 may 
adopt during the 2-state Kinetic model’s selection step3 (Figure 4.23). The enzyme may start off 
in a stable closed state where N88’s sidechain is hydrogen bonded to the backbone of T92 O and 
K91 N-H. Upon losing the hydrogen bond with K91 N-H, the enzyme would transition to the 
standard closed state as seen in R88 containing homologs. Formation of hydrogen bonds with the 
backbone of K91 would destabilize the hydrogen bond with T92 O, promoting transitions to a 
pair of closed intermediates before its hydrogen bond with T92 O completely breaks. The loss of 
a hydrogen bond with T92 O would push the enzyme into a pair of quasi-open conformations 
before it loses all of its hydrogen bond interactions and obtains the standard open state. Once 
again, the formation of a hydrogen bond between N88’s sidechain and K91 N-H would stabilize 
this conformation forming a stable open state. Each homolog’s MD trajectory seems to follow 
this proposed kinetic model as 99% ≥ of transitions between frames have a Δ Hydrogen bond 
interaction of 0 or 1 (Table 4.9). An overwhelming 81-96% of these transitions feature no change 
in hydrogen bond interactions, consistent with data presented in this chapter that indicates that 
asparagine at position 88 stabilizes handle region dynamics. 




Figure 4.23: Amended Selection Step of 2-State Kinetic Model 
Top: The 2-state kinetic model for Ribonuclease HI starts with a selection step where the 
enzyme can exist in either the open or closed state, but preferentially binds to substrate in the 
open state. Bottom: A close up of the selection step shows that the conformational steps can 
exist in 8 different combinations of N88’s 3 side chain interactions with the backbones of the 
handle loop (K91 and T92). The selection rule for a transition between conformers is ±1 
hydrogen bond interaction. Given this each conformer can transition to 3 different states, giving 




Table 4.9: Change in N88 sidechain hydrogen bond interactions along MD trajectories 
The change in the hydrogen bond interaction between consecutive frames of the three sidechain 
atoms of N88 and the backbones of the handle loop (K91 & T92) were mapped along 100 ns 
trajectories at 300K for 4 RNHI variants (R88N EcRNHI, K88N SoRNHI, CtRNHI and 
HsRNHI). The sum of the three interaction changes are shown with ΔH_bond=0 indicating that 
the interactions at all 3 positions didn’t change between frames, ΔH_bond=1 indicating that an 
interaction at one of the three positions was either gained or lost between frames, so on so forth. 
Percentages of each group are reported for each RNHI variant. 
Protein ΔH_bond =0 ΔH_bond =1 ΔH_bond =2 ΔH_bond =3
R88N EcRNHI 85.07% 13.94% 0.99% 0.00%
K88N SoRNHI 81.09% 17.82% 1.08% 0.01%
CtRNHI 95.68% 4.19% 0.13% 0.00%
HsRNHI 89.86% 9.70% 0.44% 0.00%
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4.4.3.2 Arginine 88 
Arginine, on the other hand, forms a single hydrogen bond with K91 O or a possible, 
transient water-mediated hydrogen bond with T92 O (Figure 4.24). These weaker, singular 
interactions potentially allow for more frequent transitions between the conformer states. The 
dependency of conformer transitions therefore might depend on the flexibility of arginine’s 
sidechain; a comparison of the 15N HSQC spectra for arginine side chains between Wt. and 
V98A EcRNHI shows that R88 Nε-Hε in the wildtype protein is a much weaker (~ 5 fold) (Table 
4.10), exchange broadened peak (Figure 4.25) with a very low order parameter (~ 0.2).11 Follow 
up experiments that determine the order parameters of R88 in closed structures (TtRNHI and/or 
V98A EcRNHI) can help strengthen this claim. Due to only one of its sidechain protons being 
able to form a hydrogen bond with the handle loop’s backbone, R88 containing homolog only 
adopts 3 conformations according to the revised Kinetic model (Standard closed, Open 
intermediate 1, and Standard open). 
 
 
Figure 4.24: Major Backbone interactions of the Handle region 
Close up of the handle region of EcRNHI:2RN2. On one end of the handle loop, arginine 88’s 
sidechain makes interactions with the backbones of K91 O & T92 O. On the opposite end of the 
handle loop V98 forms a hydrogen bond with the backbone of V101 and connects the beginning 
and end of the loop with a hydrogen bond to the backbone of W90; W90 also forms a hydrogen 
bond with the backbone of W85. 




Table 4.10: Chemical shifts and intensities of Arginine sidechains in Wt. & V98A EcRNHI 
A.) Chemical shifts, data height and signal to noise ratios of arginine sidechain (Nε-Hε) peaks 
and A140 N-H (reference). B.) Absolute ratios of the data height (DH) using A140 as a reference 
and R41 as a reference; averages of ratios calculated from these two references is also reported. 
A140 is in αE and has a low weighted chemical shift difference (0.1898 ppm) between Wt. & 
V98A EcRNHI. R41’s ratio is closest to 1 when A140 is used as a reference and maintains its 
high signal to noise ratio in both Wt. and V98A EcRNHI. Ratios were calculated as follows: 
 | (R27DHV98A/A140DHV98A)/(R27DHWt/A140DHWt) |. 
 
 
Figure 4.25: Wt. vs V98A EcRNHI 15N HSQC Spectrums (Partial Arginine Cross sections) 
15N HSQC NMR spectrums spectra of Wt. (left and blue) and V98A EcRNHI (right and green). 
The spectra are displayed in NMRFAM-SPARKY and zoomed in to show the cross section of 
arginine sidechain peaks. Arginine’s sidechain peak in the mutant is stronger and doubled. 
Arginine resonances are folded differently in the two spectra. Corrected chemical shifts are given 
in Table 4.10. 
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4.4.4 Concerted Movements with V98 & V101 
Furthermore, these interactions are influenced by the interactions of V98 and V101; 
mutations to V98 affect dynamics of residue 88 and vice versa. Valine 98 is on the opposite end 
of the handle loop to residue 88 and through its rotameric transitions with valine 101 helps to 
modulate an extensive hydrophobic network consisting of conserved tryptophans that stack their 
indole rings along one another (Figure 4.26). The rotamer preferences of these valines correlate 
with open and closed states of the enzyme (Chapter 3).  
 
 
Figure 4.26: Hydrophobic Network of the Handle region 
Close up of the handle region of EcRNHI:2RN2. Conserved aromatic sidechains of W81, W85, 
W90 and W104 stack together to form a hydrophobic network. V98’s side chain stacks along the 
indole rings of W85 and W90. V101 side chain interacts with V98’s sidechain but not with any 
of the tryptophan indole rings. 
 
Residue 101 is not conserved amongst RNHI homologs, but it appears that its identity 
affects the rotamer preferences of the conserved V98 (Table 4.11). When it is the shorter amino 
acid valine (EcRNHI & SoRNHI), V98 roughly populates the trans and gauche – state equally. 
When it is the longer branched arginine (TtRNHI) and isoleucine (CtRNHI), V98 mainly 
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populates the trans state, which is not conducive to an open state. MD simulations emphasize this 
point, as it shows that changing longer branched amino acids at residue 101 to a valine increases 
open populations of the homologs.3  
 
 
Table 4.11: Rotamer preferences of V98 amongst RNHI homologs 
Rotamers of 4 RNHI homologs were calculated for valine 98 from MD simulations, Chemical 
shifts and/or 3J bond scalar coupling constants when applicable. The crystal structure rotamer of 
each and the identity of residue 101 in that homolog are also respectively reported. The chemical 
shifts might be overestimating the percentage of gauche + for V98 as it is a rare rotamer state to 
begin with (1.36%),12 does not appear in any RNHI homolog crystal structure and is marginally 
populated in MD simulations and calculations from scalar coupling constants; the chemical 
shifts, however, do a solid job of estimating the gauche – rotamer state. 
 
In final analysis, V98 and residue 88 modulate dynamics on opposite ends of the handle 
loop (Figure 4.24) but their dynamics might be bridged through the backbone hydrogen bond of 
W90 and V98; thus, explaining their concerted movements. EcRNHI activation energies of W90 




                       Simulations         Chemical Shifts          Couplings Crystal (°) Residue 101
T G+ G- T G+ G- T G+ G-
EcRNHI 0.49 0.01 0.5 0 0.51 0.49 0.56 0 0.44 -54 Valine
SoRNHI 0.52 0.02 0.46 0.06 0.54 0.4 161.2 Valine
TtRNHI 0.76 0.06 0.18 0.37 0.49 0.14 -34.4 Arginine
CtRNHI 0.66 0.03 0.31 0.54 0.3 0.16 0.75 0 0.25 169.6 Isoleucine




Table 4.12: Apparent Activation Energies of EcRNHI handle region residues 
Estimated apparent activation energies (𝐸†𝑎𝑝𝑝) of EcRNHI handle region residues calculated 
from their temperature dependence of chemical exchange (ΔRex). aData from Butterwick & 
Palmer (2006). bData from Gill et al. (2019). 
 
4.5 Conclusions 
4.5.1 CtRNHI* as a model system to study RNHI dynamics 
 Several key ideas were explored in this chapter and to have a better appreciation for its 
potential significance, each takeaway will be handled separately. Beginning with CtRNHI*, 
backbone and sidechain assignments were completed, and spectra are of good quality. This 
combined with the fact that MD simulations suggest it has a stable handle distance, may lend for 
CtRNHI* to serve as another model system to study RNHI dynamics. Additionally, this study 
showed that previous MD simulations were able to successfully refine its crystal structure (an 
application discussed in Chapter 1)15 to resemble a more accurate picture of its experimental 
RDCs. 
4.5.2 Using weighted conformer scores to predict enzymatic activity 
Once a suitable structure was found, the experimental RDCs of CtRNHI* were able to be 
normalized and compared to previous data on other homologs. Weighted conformer scores for 
CtRNHI* are intermediate that of V98A EcRNHI* and TtRNHI*. Utilizing the full strength of 
this model, the enzymatic activity for CtRNHI* was predicted to have a KM ratio of ~ 5-fold 
greater than Wt. EcRNHI. This de novo prediction of enzymatic activity for an RNHI homolog 
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based off of its structural characteristics exemplifies one of the fundamental points of structural 
biology: structure = function. Experimental Michaelis constants for CtRNHI* that fall in the 
above stated range, would serve as the ultimate validation/proof of concept for using this tool to 
predict the enzymatic activity of RNHI homologs.  
4.5.3 Intermediate Steps Added to in silico 2-state Kinetic model 
On the quest to better understand the dynamics and structural characteristics of 
CtRNHI*’s handle region, notable features of N88’s interactions were observed. A comparison 
of N88 RNHI homologs/mutants showed similar dynamics to R88’s in the previous chapter. 
Arginine has a long guanidino sidechain with only one of its protons in range to interact with the 
backbones of K91 or T92; a hydrogen bond is formed with K91, but its interaction with T92 
might have to be mediated through a potential water molecule (Figure 4.24). Asparagine on the 
other hand has a short carboxyamide sidechain in range to form 3 hydrogen bonds with the 
backbones of K91 and T92 O; 2 with K91 and one with T92 (Figures 4.21 and 4.22). The 
conformer states of RNHI are modulated by combinations of these interactions with closed states 
showing closer interactions with T92 O and open states showing further/nonexistent interactions. 
Therefore, the conformer selection state of the 2-state Kinetic model can be amended to include 
8 conformer states (12 unique transitions) that model how the enzyme goes from completely 
closed (the strongest of interactions with T92 O) to completely open (the strongest non 
interaction with T92 O). Transitions between consecutive frames in MD simulations of all 4 
homologs/mutants follow this amended kinetic model ≥ 99% of the time. 
4.5.4 Final Analysis 
All in all, these data suggest that residue 88 plays a critical role in the stabilization and 
conformational preferences of the handle region. Despite several attempts spanning decades, no 
published structure exists of EcRNHI with substrate. Considering the importance of residue 88 to 
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handle region dynamics, mutations to this residue (R88N specifically) might be the key. 
Supporting this claim, are observations from Katayanagi et. al that basic residues in the handle 
region (K86, K87 and R88) of one RNHI molecule forms intermolecular interactions with the 
acidic active site residues of adjacent RNHI molecules in the crystal unit cell.16 They speculate 
that it is this reason (blocking of the active site) why a second Mg 2+ ion hasn’t been co-
crystallized with EcRNHI; as well as the reason for their unsuccessful attempts to co-crystallize 
with substrate. An asparagine mutation would potentially stabilize the open conformation,3 
eliminate the charge at this position, and avoid charge repulsion with K87.8 These three effects 
might be enough to co-crystallize R88N EcRNHI with substrate. Lending support to this 
hypothesis is the fact that HsRNHI-which has an asparagine at residue 88-is the only RNHI with 
a handle region that has co-crystallized with substrate.17  
Multiple structures exist of HIV reverse transcriptase with substrate.18-20 As mentioned 
previously the C-terminal domain of HIV reverse transcriptase encodes a handle-less RNHI that 
when isolated is inactive, but regains activity upon addition of a handle.21-22 Crystal structures of 
this active construct of HIV-RNHI, termed p15-Ec, exists with various inhibitors23 but none have 
been reported with substrate. Crystallization trials of R88N EcRNHI are underway to provide 
further evidence of the model proposed in this chapter. Successful crystallization of this mutant 
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5 Chapter 5: Thermophilic & Mesophilic Ancestral RNHI Mutants 
5.1 Introduction 
 Comparative analysis of RNHI homologs have uncovered several key differences1-2 that 
play roles in thermostability and enzymatic activity. Observing structural differences through an 
evolutionary lens may uncover more critical residues and help us understand the origins and 
paths of each homolog’s conformer state. Seven ancestral mutants of EcRNHI & TtRNHI were 
created through ancestral sequence reconstruction (Figure 5.1).3  
 
 
Figure 5.1: Reconstructed RNHI Phylogenetic Tree 
Figure adapted from Hart et al. 2014. Using 409 representative bacterial RNHI proteins with E. 
coli and T. thermophilus as the nodes, a maximum likelihood phylogeny was created.3 Their 
most recent common ancestor (1) is believed to have existed ~ 3 billion years ago. Numbers on 
the branches represent percentage of sequence similarity between the enzymes. 
 
All ancestral mutants are properly folded and enzymatically active. The phylogenetic tree 
begins with Anc1-the most recent common ancestor of EcRNHI and TtRNHI believed to have 
existed ~ 3 billion years ago. Ancestors A-D and EcRNHI make up the mesophile lineage while 
ancestors 2, 3 and TtRNHI make up the thermophile branch. Over the course of each lineage’s 
evolution, the thermostability increased for the thermophiles and decreased for the mesophiles 
(Figure 5.2).3 One of the mesophilic ancestors, AncC (PDB ID: 4LY7), was crystallized and has 
handle region properties similar to that of EcRNHI (Table 5.1); according to previous metrics 
(Chapter 3) AncC might be slightly more open than EcRNHI. 




Figure 5.2: Thermostability vs Sequence Similarity of RNHI Ancestral mutants 
Figure adapted from Hart et al. 2014. Thermostabilities of Ancestral3 and extant RNHI proteins 




Table 5.1: Handle Region properties from EcRNHI & AncC crystal structures 
Handle region measurements of the crystal structures EcRNHI (2RN2) and AncC (4LY7).   
 
5.2 Comparison to EcRNHI* & TtRNHI* 
 Experiments to determine the backbone assignments of 3 of the ancestral mutants (1, B, 
and 3) have been mostly completed. An overlay of the 15N HSQC spectrums of Anc1 with 
EcRNHI*, TtRNHI* and CtRNHI* (moderate thermophile) shows common peaks with all 3 
homologs (Figure 5.3). Additionally, overlaid 15N HSQC spectra of EcRNHI* & AncB (Figure 
5.4) and TtRNHI* & Anc3 (Figure 5.5) also respectively show common peaks. To determine the 
relative handle region conformational preferences of the ancestral mutants, backbone/sidechain 
assignments and measurements of appropriate NMR observables will need to be completed. 
Protein W85:Cα-T92:Cα (Å) R88:Nε-T92:O (Å) V98 χ1 rotamer (°) V101 χ1 rotamer (°)
EcRNHI (2RN2) 7.8 4.5 -54 55.9
AncC (4LY7) 7.87 8.4 -56.95 57.09






Figure 5.3: Anc1 vs. RNHI homologs Backbone Comparisons 
Overlaid 15N HSQC NMR spectrums spectra of Anc1 (blue) with RNHI homologs black A.) 
EcRNHI* (63% Sequence Identity) B.) TtRNHI* (69%) C.) CtRNHI* (60%). 




Figure 5.4: AncB vs. EcRNHI* Backbone Comparisons 
Overlaid 15N HSQC NMR spectrums spectra of AncB (blue) with EcRNHI* (black). Sequence 




Figure 5.5: Anc3 vs. TtRNHI* Backbone Comparisons 
Overlaid 15N HSQC NMR spectrums spectra of Anc3 (blue) with TtRNHI* (black). Sequence 
identity between the pair is 87%. 




 Three of seven ancestral mutants have been purified and analyzed using NMR 
spectroscopy. The spectra are of good quality and the peaks appear well dispersed, which might 
aid in the process of completing assignments. Regardless, the general positions in the spectrum 
of the main residues of interest (W85 Nε1-Hε1, R88 Nε-Hε, T92 N-H, V98 Cγ-Hγ, and V101 
Cγ-Hγ) are all fortuitously conserved; this might allow for only partial completion of 
assignments. Likewise, the spectral overlap of extant homologs with ancestral protein suggests 
transference of assignments is possible to aid in assignments. Altogether, future research in this 
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6 Chapter 6: Concluding Remarks & Future Directions 
6.1 Concluding Remarks 
 In summary, work presented here has improved upon the understanding of the 
interactions that modulate the handle region dynamics of RNHI homologs. Techniques of 
previous (thermodynamic comparison of homologs) and current (integrative use of NMR 
Spectroscopy, MD simulations, and X-ray Crystallography) have helped uncover significant 
findings in this area. First NMR spectroscopy observables was able to confirm an in silico 2-state 
Kinetic model and confirm the handle region conformer state of an in silico designed mutant 
(V98A EcRNHI) that was predicted to be closed. A separate model, the weighted conformer 
model, was built upon these NMR observables and to a high degree was able to correlate each 
homologs enzyme kinetics with its NMR observables.  
 Upon building the weighted conformer model, specific interactions between residue 88, 
Lys 91 and Thr 92 was found to be in concerted motion with Val 98 and residue 101, working 
together to modulate the handle distance. To explore the impact of residue 88’s identity on 
handle region dynamics, backbone and sidechain assignments were made for Wt. and N89R 
CtRNHI* adding to the list of RNHI homologs able to be studied by NMR spectroscopy. A 
combination of MD simulations and RDC data was able to refine the crystal structure of 
CtRNHI* and subsequently predict enzyme kinetic data for the homolog using the weighted 
conformer model-one of its underlying strengths.  
 A thermodynamic comparison of N88 homologs/mutants showed a direct correlation 
between the interactions of N88, K91 & T92 and handle distance. Using simulation data and 
direct evidence from the homolog’s crystal structure, the selection state of the in silico 2-state 
kinetic model was amended to include transitions based off of these interactions. With this 
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enhanced knowledge of handle region dynamics, another handle region mutant, R88N EcRNHI, 
predicted to populate a predominantly open state is theorized to be the key to obtaining the 
elusive co-crystal structure of a handle region containing bacterial RNHI with substrate. Finally, 
3 ancestral mutants were purified, and spectra of good quality were taken. Extant homologs show 
fair overlap. 
 
6.2 Study One Future Directions 
As with the formation of any model there are a multiple of different directions in which one 
can explore to either strengthen it or expand on it. For study one the clearest direction is to add 
more data points to the weighted conformer model. An extensive phylogenetic analysis for 
RNase HI exists;1 additional homologs can be used to strengthen or append the proposed model. 
An attractive candidate is the Mycobacterium, Mycolicibacterium smegmatis, whose RNase HI is 
the first bacterial RNHI to be reported as essential;2-3 knockout mutants lead to lethality. M. 
smegamatis RNHI (MsRNHI) has 51.3% sequence identity to EcRNHI and a highly similar 
handle region (Figure 6.1) with an asparagine at position 88.  
Additionally, one can investigate the presence of a water mediated hydrogen bond between 
arginine 88’s sidechain (R88 Nε-Hε) and threonine 92’s backbone (T92 O). R88 Nε-Hε order 
parameters4 of closed RNHI structures (V98A EcRNHI and TtRNHI) can lend support to this 
claim, as well as MD simulations in explicit solvent5 and NOE contacts of the solvent water to 
the residues of interest.6-8 The sidechain dynamics of tryptophans in the handle region (W81, 
W85, W90) can also be further probed through scalar couplings9 and relaxation parameters.10-11 
Moreover, the importance of residue 101 can be further explored by mutating it to a longer 
chained amino acid (Isoleucine or arginine) in Wt. EcRNHI and observing its effects on handle 
region dynamics; the converse can be done in TtRNHI (R101V). This mutagenesis analysis can 
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lend further support for the concerted motions between residue 101, V98 and R88. Lastly, the 
accuracy of MD simulations has improved over the last decade12-14 and having modern 
simulations of the RNHI homologs reproduce the trends seen in the NMR data can further 




Figure 6.1: Sequence Alignment of EcRNHI and MsRNHI 
 RNHI homologs Escherichia coli (EcRNHI) and Mycolicibacterium smegmatis (MsRNHI) were 
aligned by their one letter amino acid sequence using Clustal Omega. FASTA sequence for 
alignments were taken from the PDB files of “2RN2”:EcRNHI and UniProt entry 
“A0R3Q8”:MsRNHI. The handle region is boxed with the numbering system of EcRNHI 
residues. Residues are color coded by their amino acid category-Red: hydrophobic/aromatic side 
chain, Green: uncharged, Blue: negatively charged, Pink: Positively Charged. 
 
6.3 Study Two Future Directions 
The most immediate next step for study 2 is attempting to co-crystallize R88N EcRNHI with 
substrate. If co-crystals are able to be made with R88N EcRNHI and substrate, the handle region 
from this construct may potentially be used in p15-Ec (active construct of HIV-RNHI with a 
handle region) to also co-crystallize it with substrate. Both structures would be novel-first 
bacterial RNHI with handle region to co-crystallize with substrate and first isolated structure of 
p15 with substrate respectively-and further efficient drug design as we would better know how 
the substrate is interacting with the RNHI domain. To date all established drugs that target HIV-1 
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Reverse Transcriptase have binding sites at or near the polymerase active site.15-18 Such findings 
as described above, can make RNase HI a more attractive drug target and complement the 
effective drugs already found on the market or better yet find a cure. 
The next logical step is to obtain enzyme kinetic data for Wt. CtRNHI to confirm or deny its 
predicted Michaelis Constant. A positive confirmation would establish the weighted conformer 
model as a legitimate tool to estimate the activity of RNHI homologs de novo. A KM out of the 
range would indicate that the dynamics of CtRNHI is different and that the weighted conformer 
model needs to be refined or a new model needs to be established to describe the handle region 
behavior of CtRNHI. 
Other avenues that can be taken is obtaining RDCs for R88N EcRNHI and refining its in 
silico structure and MD trajectory with the experimental measurements.19-21 This approach is 
already being used to find a suitable in silico structure of N89R CtRNHI that best explains its 
RDCs; experimentally solving the 3D structures of both mutants by X-ray crystallography and 
comparing it to its respective in silico structure can validate the accuracy of this method. The 
approach would allow for in silico mutagenesis of wildtype proteins and subsequent plausible 
structures, while circumventing the need to solve its structure by X-ray crystallography; likewise, 
this approach can help to find a better model for Wt. CtRNHI. Finally, experimental analysis 
using previously employed and discussed techniques on K88N SoRNHI can be conducted to 




6.3 Study 3 Future Directions 
 As this study is still in its infancy, the different paths that research in this area can go is 
limitless. As such, the outlook for significant findings that enhances our understanding of 
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Ribonuclease HI handle region dynamics is promising. Research on other reconstructed ancestral 
protein systems have already led to important advances, overcoming previously perceived 
bottlenecks;22-25 the same could be possible with analysis of RNHI ancestral mutants. 
Purification and assignments of all 7 ancestral proteins is the logical first step. After this 
foundation is established, comparisons can be made between the ancestors. Metrics used to 
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